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When m y serm on is fin ish ed  does m y congregatio n  w ish  to s in g —
"Hallelujah! 'Tis Done!"
By Charlie B. Byers*
Q h e  w a s  a dear lady, a humble lay 
^  member with a fine voice and a 
pleasing southern accent. W hen she 
stood up to testify she slipped off in­
to a world of mystery. Usually after 
a few audible remarks, she would 
take on a faraway gaze and then, ap­
parently forgetting all o f her sur­
roundings and circumstances, there 
she stood. She would whisper a m ix­
ture of prayer and praise for, what 
seemed to her wearied audience, fully 
an hour! On one occasion her pastor, 
accustomed to having the congrega­
tion sing a stanza of song to revital­
ize the meeting after her testimony, 
appropriately but unthinkingly burst 
out in singing, “ Hallelujah! ’Tis 
Done!”
Now of course the people over­
looked Sister T. and took her in 
stride. They could well do this be­
cause she did not live in the parson­
age. The members had not invited 
friends to church to hear her speak. 
They raised no m oney for her sup­
port. The congregation did not de­
pend on her for leadership— the little 
embarrassment she c a u s e d  was 
brushed aside by “ she means it well.”
•Bishop, Allegheny Conference, Brethren in 
Christ Church.
The situation, however, is differ­
ent and the results are of more seri­
ous consequences when the pastor’s 
sermons come to a close with the au­
dience wishing to sing “ Hallelujah! 
’Tis D one!” I must confess there is 
quite a parallel between the testi­
m ony of Sister T. and some servants 
o f the pulpit. She was so much of a 
mystic that she became a mystery. 
Sometimes pastors forget that they 
have an audience before them with 
real human hearts and human needs, 
with wounded spirits crushed by the 
tempter and bruised by the Fall. Such 
a pastor goes into the mount of trans­
figuration and leaves the trouble- 
fraught members struggling with the 
demons of destruction. This pastor 
may have a message from  the Lord 
but he does not communicate it well. 
He is too far away to hear the peo­
ple’s cry for help or heed their call 
of despair. Remember, pastor, God 
placed Ezekiel in the midst of a val­
ley of dry bones. He communicated 
the message and, behold! they lived 
again! Be under the anointing of 
God, but stay with your people, with 
heartfelt compassion. Communicate 
your message well. Take your peo­
ple with you. Sister T. forgot the
rest of the folks, so they had nothing' 
else to do but wait until she returned 
from the land of mystery! Then they 
could sing “ Hallelujah! ’Tis D one!”
She seemed to have little sense of 
the value of time. The people be­
came restless while she went right 
on wasting their time. You see, pas­
tor, if your ministry and members 
have gathered up people as they 
should, you have many people in your 
audience whose time is very valu­
able. Think of it! They have taken 
time out of a busy, overcrowded 
schedule to come to your service. 
A re you wasting their time? There 
is no law to compel them to come 
to your church. They com e because 
they want to. They come in the hope 
that you will make their time profit­
able. Even a loafer likes the feeling 
of doing something important once in 
a while, so if he is induced to come 
to church, he will probably not be 
back unless you have made it worth­
while for him. You have busy moth­
ers, businessmen, students and pro­
fessional men, laborers and loafers. 
They leave their work and com e as 
human beings with hungry souls 
craving G od ’s message from G od ’s 
Book through God's man. You are 
that man. Invariably they will settle 
for nothing less than adequate com ­
pensation for their time.
W hatever this good woman felt, she 
communicated little or no inspiration 
to her listeners. The inspiration 
sagged down, down, ’way down, so 
that by the time she was finished, 
those who were yet awake sang “ Hal­
lelujah! ’Tis D one!” I know almost 
every congregation has some “ habit-
Religion is not for enjoym ent only; 
God gives us spiritual enjoym ent that 
we may be strong for all loving serv­
ice.— Selected.
ual sleepers.”  This is not hard to o b ­
serve. They slump down in the seat 
and then prop their heads on their 
arms, braced by the hymnbook. H ow ­
ever, people seldom go to sleep when 
a message is getting through to them. 
I have met a good many pastors like 
Sister T. who w ere contented to go 
on and on never observing that they 
were not com municating the message 
with inspiration. It is wonderful to 
pray and wait before God in the 
study until the soul is set aflame, but 
then it is another thing to com m uni­
cate that flame— to pass on the spark 
to another soul. Speak plainly, 
preacher. Talk a language your peo­
ple know. Y ou  do not need to scream 
nor whisper. But whatever you do, 
be sure that G od ’s message has got­
ten through to your people.
Dear Sister T. did not make m uch 
of a hit with her listeners. P rob­
ably she lacked aim. Every ser­
mon, every song, and prayer should 
have a specific aim. It is only wast­
ing ammunition to keep shooting 
away without taking aim. It sounds 
like battle and raises a lot of smoke, 
but it does not slay many giants. 
Have a purpose and then take good 
aim and you will make a hit.
N ow you are G od ’s man, called by 
G od ’s people; you occupy the pulpit, 
live in the parsonage. You are sup­
ported by their sacred tithes. Y ou  
have an obligation both to God and 
the flock. I pray God to help you 
fulfill it with care and faithfulness. 
Vindicate their investment of faith 
and finances. Make full proof of thy 
ministry. W ell now, brethren, “ Hal­
lelujah! ’Tis D one!”
The Psalmist praised the God of the 
heavens because he knew more about 
God than the heavens disclosed.
— E d w i n  L e w i s
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Fi^onvr tne e d it o r
After visiting a re v iv a l of another
We Have
T w a s  n e v e r  h a p p i e r  f o r  t h e  a l t a r  
in  o u r  c h u r c h e s  t h a n  I w a s  t h e  
o th e r  e v e n i n g .  A  f r i e n d  o f  m i n e  w h o  
p a s to rs  a  l a r g e  c h u r c h  o f  a p r o m i n e n t  
d e n o m in a t io n  i n v i t e d  m e  o v e r  t o  v i s i t  
d u r in g  h i s  r e v iv a l .  A  n a t i o n a l l y  
k n o w n  s p e a k e r  w a s  t h e  e v a n g e l i s t —  
a m a n  k n o w n  f o r  b o t h  h is  f l u e n c y  
of p r e a c h i n g  a n d  h is  w a r m ,  e v a n ­
g e lis t ic  z e a l .  I a n t i c i p a t e d  t h e  s e r v i c e  
as I d r o v e  t o  t h e  c h u r c h  t h a t  e v e n i n g .
The singing was spirited and well 
planned for a revival service. The 
sermon was actually a masterpiece; 
scripturally strong, well outlined, and 
intensely convicting. I sensed the 
moving of the Spirit as the sermon 
moved eloquently to its climax. It 
almost seemed that I could feel the 
Spirit tugging at the heartstrings of 
needy people— and there were hun­
dreds of them there that night. I 
prayed silently for a mighty moving 
when the invitation was made. The 
sermon ended on a strong and ap­
pealing note. Then it happened!
The invitation was as inept and 
frustrating as the service had been 
appealing. It was hard to conceive 
of a m ore blundering way to make 
an altar call. The evangelist stepped 
away from  the pulpit when he was 
finished and the pastor stepped for­
denom ination , I w a s g la d  that—
an Altar
ward. In a matter-of-fact manner he 
asked people to respond. But it was 
not to seek the Lord in true repent­
ance. It was to come and join the 
church. And by the time he was 
through, the conviction which had 
gripped that congregation was gone 
like dew under a hot wind. I felt 
grieved personally and felt saddened 
for the many people who felt the 
finger of conviction upon their con­
sciences.
W ould an i n s u r a n c e  salesman 
bring in his district manager to make 
a strong sales appeal to a prospective 
insuree, and then when the stirring 
speech was concluded, lean casually 
against the chair and tell the prospect 
in cool tones that it would be nice (if 
he felt it wise) to take a policy. Per­
ish the thought!
Well, I guess you know how I felt 
as I drove home that night. I said 
to myself and to those that were with 
me, “ I was never so glad that we 
have altar invitations and altar serv­
ices like we do.” Thank God, I came 
into acquaintance with a church that 
has had, does have, and plans to con­
tinue having public, stirring, emotion- 
filled altar calls.
There in a nutshell was what I said 
and felt that night!
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Yes, We Have an Altar
I asked myself another question: 
What will insure the retaining of an 
altar in every Nazarene church? Leg­
islation can’t do it. No urging from  a 
general secretary of Church Exten­
sion can do it. I know of two possible 
answers and here they are in brief:
We must fee l our need of it. A d ­
mitting that there may be im perfec­
tions in the altar as we have it and 
use it, yet think what we would have 
to substitute for it— the very idea is 
ludicrous! No handshaking, no in­
quiry room  can compare in total 
value with the public altar. W e must 
maintain a perpetual love-affair with 
the altar-concept. W e could well go 
to it sometime every week— we min­
isters— kneel there and, throwing our 
arms across it, thank God for it both 
in historical meaning and in current 
ministry.
Just take time to evaluate the al­
ternatives that some groups are using 
now  and note the ineffectiveness and 
you will run to your own altar, and 
make love to the entire concept which 
our fathers handed down to us.
W e must face its deficiencies. Any 
basic spiritual or ecclesiastical con­
cept inclines to gather around it 
usages which almost unconsciously 
becom e barnacles to thwart the prog­
ress of the vessel. W e are in no mood 
to say that we have married the altar- 
concept “ for better or worse.” It must 
be for better. W e can well stand back 
objectively from  time to time and ask 
ourselves if our use of the altar can­
not be improved. Quickly I admit that 
there is room for improvement in our 
use of the altar.
Here are a couple of suggestions. 
W e should avoid as much as possible 
the unwholesom e mingling of the 
sexes in altar services. For an on­
looker (especially one who is critical)
to see men and women, fellows and 
girls, huddled together (sometimes 
frighteningly close) around an altar 
opens the door for serious suspicion. 
And mingling of sexes in actual w ork, 
or placing the hands on members of 
the opposite sex, must be banned as 
we would bar a snake from  a baby ’s 
crib.
A t this point I feel that our church 
ushers could well assist as seekers 
com e forward, directing them as 
much as possible to different sections 
of the altar. Then we pastors can 
counsel our people to work near seek­
ers of the same sex. There w ould be 
exceptions, of course, when husband 
and wife or father and daughter 
would naturally desire to work with 
each other.
One more suggestion. The fact of 
altar confusion must be faced realis­
tically. A t this point we have drifted 
into practices which are in danger of 
hurting seekers and reflecting on our 
basic church judgment. W e believe 
that it is wholesom e for there to be 
concerted prayer around the altar. 
But the seeker should not be sub­
jected to many and diverse voices 
with bits of conflicting advice. There 
should be clear-cut, Biblical, but logi­
cal aid given to every  seeker. W ho­
ever the altar w orker may be, others 
in com m on courtesy should not break 
in to shout confusing bits of advice 
in the ear of the seeker. This is not 
novel preaching. Our earlier founders 
and leaders stated it just as openly. 
W e must have better altar w ork done 
or we may be guilty of destroying the 
usefulness of the altar by our flagrant 
misuse.
I am thrilled that Nazarene church­
es universally have altars. It is m y 
prayer that Nazarene churches m ay 
be wise in safeguarding the future 
of the altar by careful planning and 
prayerful participation.
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^Announcing
plans for 1963
TH E A L T A R
During 1962 we emphasized the Sunday night service. The re­
sults were wholesome. So for 1963 we will take a related theme 
—THE A L T A R . The follow ing features in the magazine are 
meant to give support to this theme.
1. W H AT THE OLD-TIMERS SAID
There will be a series of articles on THE A L T A R  SERVICE, 
all from  the pens of old holiness worthies of sixty or m ore years 
ago. These are forthright and you may disagree at spots. But 
remember, where all think alike, nobody is thinking much.
2. FORUM: THE MINISTER AND THE ALTAR CALL
During the year one issue will be devoted to a thorough 
discussion of this practical problem. It can’t help but be a boon 
to every minister— pastor or evangelist.
3. QUESTIONS
Here I am treading on thin ice. But if there are questions 
about the altar or the altar service not covered otherwise in the 
Preacher’s Magazine, send them to the editor. I will confer 
with Dr. Lawlor, secretary of the Department of Evangelism, 
and reply either personally or through the pages of the magazine.
4. TELL OTHERS
If this type of magazine organization is helpful, tell others. 
Lend your copy to some minister friend. Tell him about the 
plans for 1963. W e should pick up 1,000 m ore subscribers. That 
many ministers are waiting to be invited to subscribe.
But if you don’t like the Preacher’s Magazine, tell me—  
don ’t spread that news abroad.
Thanks an awful lot!
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This will introduce for you a series of articles that will run 
throughout most of the issues in 1963 under the general title 
“ The Altar Service.” There is something very distinctive about 
this material. So often I have had people say to me, “ I would 
like to know how the old-timers did it.” Well, here is the answer.
I was loaned a little book from  the library of Theodore E. 
Ludwig. It is entitled The Altar Service  and is a symposium of 
the articles which will appear in this section of the Preacher's 
Magazine during 1963.
To these worthies of the holiness movement the altar service 
was desperately important at the close of the nineteenth cen­
tury. Let me quote from  the preface to this little book.
“ God has greatly blessed the altar service both in the 
past and present. W e have noticed that as a rule those who 
say the altar has becom e antiquated and not up-to-date, fail 
to deliver a message that makes men feel the need of immedi­
ate decision. An urgent gospel demands an immediate decision.
“ Let those who have no message of immediateness decry 
the altar, but until some method is found that will clinch and 
rivet the truths of the sermon into more immediate results, 
thousands of happy, successful Christian workers will find in 
the altar the same glorious success which attended the labors 
of our fathers.
“ Great caution, skilled adaptation, and divinely imparted 
wisdom are necessary to properly conduct the altar service. 
On the one hand a certain class make it mean nothing. On the 
other hand another class make it mean too much, and still an­
other do not get enough out of it. W e have long felt a crying 
need for better altar work generally and for this reason this 
book has been com piled.”
I feel sure that you will enjoy reading these articles each 
month on the altar service as much as I did as I read them in 
the book. It will thrill you to realize that now, more than a 
half-century later, we still have an altar and still believe in 
vigorous, fruitful altar services.— The Editor.
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The Altar Service
By C. W. Ruth
r T i i E  p u b l i c  a l t a r  is a means to an 
end. Its advantages are num er­
ous, if not innumerable. First it 
presents an opportunity for an im­
mediate, public surrender to Christ, 
after the preached W ord has been 
applied to the hearts by the Holy 
Ghost in convicting power. Having 
lived in rebellion and sin openly and 
publicly, it is meet and proper that 
the surrender and confession of sin 
should be made just as publicly.
Second, it brings the seeking soul 
where it may receive at once the in­
structions necessary, and where it has 
the helping of the prayers and faith 
of those who have experience and so 
know the way of God. An atmos­
phere of prayer and faith is of in­
calculable value and help to an 
earnest seeking heart. W hile the al­
tar is not essential, it certainly is a 
most blessed and convenient method 
of helping souls into the Kingdom.
In dealing with souls at the altar 
great care and sanctified wisdom 
should be used lest the seeker be­
come confused and diverted. Gen­
erally speaking, I do not regard it 
wise to engage a seeker in conver­
sation while at the altar; nor will a 
wise and trained w orker multiply 
words. A  few  words of instruction 
along general lines— urging the seek­
er to a compliance with conditions, 
and then calling his or her attention 
to some promises of God adapted to 
the particular need, is usually all 
that is necessary.
Indiscriminate and random talk and 
instructions are certain to confuse 
and hinder. The first thing the in­
telligent w orker will do, in seeking 
to help souls at the altar, is to ascer­
tain clearly and definitely just what 
the individual is needing and desir­
ing; what the real object of their 
seeking. If the invitation has been 
given for seekers for some specific 
experience, or if the seeker is pray­
ing aloud, it may thus be known what 
is needed. But if there are seekers of 
different classes—-possibly some for 
pardon for sins, others seeking recla­
mation, and still others seeking the 
blessing of entire sanctification, so 
that the worker does not know def­
initely what each is seeking, he must 
always first ascertain the desire of 
the soul before there can be intelli­
gent instruction. In such a case, 
when it seems proper that I should 
speak personally to a seeker, I usually 
approach them by saying, “ What is 
it you want Jesus to do for y ou ?” 
When there is deep conviction and 
much earnestness, it is common to 
hear them say, “ Oh, I want Jesus to 
forgive my sins;” “ Oh, I want Jesus 
to cleanse my heart,” etc. Having 
gained this necessary information, I 
would simply urge them to an un­
conditional surrender, and if there 
is reason to believe that the surren­
der is complete, and that the con­
ditions have been complied with, 
then they may be urged to trust God; 
to believe his promise. But all this
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should be done in such a way as not 
to divert the seeker.
It is never wise nor proper for two 
or three persons to speak into the ears 
o f a seeker, or try to give instruc­
tions all at the same time. Such a 
course is certain to hinder rather than 
help a seeker.
It is never wise nor proper for 
workers to place arms about seekers, 
or even lay hands on seekers of the 
opposite sex. Keep at a proper dis­
tance, lest your undue familiarity will 
repel, and distract, and give occasion 
to the devil. K eep your hands to 
yourself, and do not manifest undue 
familiarity; it is not in good taste 
and will grieve the Spirit.
It is not wise nor proper to make 
conditions and present tests to seek­
ers at the altar which the Spirit has 
not presented to the seeker. W e have 
known workers to call the attention 
of seekers to matters that pertain 
wholly to the individual conscience—  
questions of dress, etc., when there 
were questions of far deeper im por­
tance presented by the Spirit, that 
yet remained unsettled. Urge the 
seeker to an unconditional surrender; 
insist on the abandonment of all sin; 
urge and insist on obedience to God, 
but trust the Holy Spirit to impress 
and direct the seeker along the lines 
of duty and conscience. W hen a man 
or woman gives up tobacco, or dress, 
or the lodge, etc., simply because the 
preacher or w orker has insisted upon 
it, when the Holy Spirit has not pre­
sented the matter to the individual 
conscience, there are no deep heart 
convictions, and there can be no per­
manent good and no blessing in pur­
suing such a course. If men are 
honest the Holy Ghost will lead and 
direct in such matters.
It is never wise nor proper to ap­
proach a seeker at the altar and urge 
them to “ believe;” “ only believe;” 
“ can’t you trust?” etc. It is well to
rem em ber that the soul must com e 
on believing ground by fully meeting 
all conditions and requirements be­
fore it is possible to exercise an in­
telligent faith. A nd when conditions 
are fully met, faith is spontaneous. So 
long as it seems to require an effort 
to believe, it is reasonably certain 
that all conditions have not yet been 
fully met. To urge persons to simply 
“ believe” is often misleading and con ­
fusing, as the seekers may not know  
what to believe. To believe they feel 
something they know they do not 
feel; or believe they have something 
they know they do not have, is cer­
tainly a very difficult and erroneous 
thing to do. W hen there seems to be 
the complete and unconditional sur­
render and yielding up to God, it may 
be well to quote some promise from  
the W ord of God applicable to their 
particular need; and if the seeker is 
really on “ believing ground” faith 
will naturally and quickly lay hold 
upon the promise.
It is not wise to argue and reason 
with the seeker, saying that since 
God said thus and so, it must neces­
sarily be so in their case, as thus 
there may be a mere intellectual as­
sent to truth, without the exercise 
of a real appropriating heart faith, 
W e would insist on the spontaneity 
of faith, when all conditions have 
been fully com plied with. I have 
found that so long as it is not easy 
and natural to believe the promises 
of God, there remains yet some “ un­
finished business” that needs atten­
tion. The worker, and even the seek­
er, may not at once understand what 
the difficulty or obstacle is, but the 
Spirit will soon indicate it to the 
honest seeker.
Never say to a seeker at the altar, 
“ D on ’t you feel better?” and thus 
divert their attention from  Christ to 
themselves. Never say to a seeker,
( Continued on page 37)
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After months of earnest seeking . . .
I Was Filled with the Holy Spirit
By Donald E. Demaray*
T J e r m i t  m e  to speak from  personal
*  experience. Five years ago God 
gave me a friend in a very wonderful 
Scottish Presbyterian minister. In 
England he had com e into contact 
with the Methodists and partly 
through their influence had a crisis 
experience of Spirit-filling. Samuel 
Chadwick had especially influenced 
him. Norman Dunning and W. E. 
Sang'ster, among others, had influ­
enced him too. M y Scottish friend’s 
life was radiant and so obviously 
Spirit-dominated— even during times 
of personal tragedy— that his very life 
set me to rethink my religious experi­
ence and made me truly G od-con­
scious. Through the years he has 
kept close contact with me and has 
put himself in the way of influencing 
my life. Fifteen months ago he gave 
me The Testament of Samuel Chad­
wick, 1860-1932, compiled by D. W. 
Lambert, principal of C liff College, 
“ the A sbury of England,” as J. Ed­
win Orr calls that college. I read that 
book with the deepest interest, but it 
was more than mere interest that 
captivated my attention when I read 
Chadwick’s statement to the effect 
that he came to a point, early in his 
ministry, where he could say that he 
had his education, was preaching and 
teaching, and had won a few  souls to
*Dean, School o f Religion, Seattle Pacific Col­
lege, Seattle, Washington.
Christ— in fact, confessed Dr. Chad­
wick, at that time, “ I had everything 
but one thing, pow er.”
That statement got hold of me as 
nothing has for perhaps five or six 
years. I hardly had the courage or 
objectivity to look into the mirror and 
ask, Do I— Donald E. Demaray— have 
the pow er Samuel Chadwick spoke 
of? (Chadwick received the power 
of the Spirit one morning at a prayer 
meeting when he was praying, not 
for himself, but for revival. Stanley 
Jones also experienced Spirit-filling 
while he was in a prayer meeting 
giving his attention to someone else.)
For these fifteen months I sought 
more or less regularly— and frequent­
ly with intense earnestness— for the 
power of the Holy Spirit. But I really 
did not know that what I needed was 
to be filled with the Spirit.
The last full week of August (1961) 
saw me in Winona Lake, Indiana, as 
a youth worker and Bible teacher. 
Three weeks before that I had gone 
to hear an Episcopalian minister tell 
the story of his Spirit-filling. I was 
at first skeptical, but soon recognized 
that he was possessed of the same 
power Samuel Chadwick had referred 
to. I left that meeting under deep 
conviction, and from  that moment on 
I entered a period of my life that I 
could accurately call “ desperate,” for 
I vow ed that I would not cease seek­
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ing the Spirit until I found Him. 
Actually, in all this He was seeking 
me and was trying to get through my 
pride and stubbornness to my heart.
On the Tuesday night of the youth 
conference, Rev. Dale Crydermann 
preached a sermon on the Spirit- 
filled life. In that sermon he told the 
story of a Rev. Moran who had been 
filled with the Spirit seven or eight 
years before his death; and he said 
that Mr. M oran’s ministry was aston­
ishingly different after that. This 
story stuck with me.
The next night— Wednesday night 
— was “ Crusade Night” at the Winona 
Lake conference. Young folks who 
had gone to Ireland and M exican­
speaking areas told of their experi­
ences. A  young lady— the daughter 
of the late Rev. Moran— had gone to 
Ireland. She said, “ I went an evan­
gelical Christian; I returned an evan­
gelistic Christian.” That statement 
struck me with great force. The ma­
jor message of the evening was given 
by the camp director, and a very im­
pressive message it was. In it he 
told how  he had led a gospel meeting 
in M exico City on the steps of a Cath­
olic cathedral. N ow at that point—  
knowing Catholics and their willing­
ness to use tongue and force against 
Protestants— I was forced to confess 
to myself that I did not have courage 
or power to hold a meeting on the 
steps of a Roman cathedral.
A t the end of the service I left that 
Winona Lake auditorium, not know ­
ing where I was going, but praying 
that if possible the gigantic hunger for 
God which had developed within me 
w ould be satisfied.
The Spirit of God led me so def­
initely that, as I look back upon it, I 
am quite convinced that He walked 
by m y side. I was led across the con­
vention grounds to the Billy Sunday 
Tabernacle. There Torrey Johnson, a
good friend o f mine— and especially a 
good friend of the H oly Spirit— had 
just finished preaching. I asked Dr. 
Johnson to pray with me. He seemed 
to know almost immediately what m y 
need was, and for the first time I m y­
self saw clearly what my own need 
was— it was to be filled with the 
Spirit. (Up to this time I had prayed 
for things or gifts rather than for 
God.) Dr. Johnson prayed a very  
perfect prayer for me, referring to 
the pride of intellect, the folly  of 
working in the energy of the flesh, 
and the naturalness of wanting to be 
filled with the Spirit. Then, at my 
request, he laid his hands upon my 
head and prayed that I be filled with 
the Spirit.
N ow at first I did not recognize 
that the Spirit had filled me. Frank­
ly, I thought He had not and that I 
was destined to go on with the same 
gnawing hunger for God and that I 
must resume m y old life without 
power. But Dr. Johnson looked into 
my face and said, “ W ere you  con ­
verted by faith?” “ Y es,” I said. 
“ Then,” he replied, “ take Spirit-filling 
by faith.” I did. And I had not 
walked thirty paces outside the ho­
tel until the Spirit of God bore w it­
ness with m y spirit that He had in 
fact done the work.
The evidence that I had been filled 
with the Spirit was not confined to 
inward assurance. It had its almost 
immediate outworking in m y minis­
try. With great courage I bore w it­
ness to what had happened to me to 
a friend who was home on furlough 
from  Egypt, where he is a missionary. 
It was almost amazing how  he re­
sponded to m y testimony. He said 
that he himself needed to be filled 
with the Spirit and we prayed to­
gether and he was. That was one of 
the earliest evidences that I was now  
a channel, an instrument for God to 
use in helping other people. M y w ork
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with the high school young people at 
the conference was another evidence 
of my changed ministry. Immediate­
ly they responded to the gospel. And 
I shall never forget when one young 
lady, who was an Episcopalian by 
background but converted in a little 
Free Methodist church in her town, 
announced to me on my way into 
class on the Saturday morning, “ I 
and two other girls experienced 
Pentecost last night.” Her eagerness 
to get back to her work as president 
of her youth group and the obvious 
and complete sincerity with which 
she spoke made it perfectly clear that 
she had in fact been filled with the 
Spirit of God.
On the Sunday morning of the 
youth conference I had planned to 
complete a series of lectures I had 
been doing for the young marrieds 
on the Christian home. But the Spirit 
of God spoke to my heart and made 
it clear that I must change my sub­
ject, that I must tell simply and 
straightforwardly what had happened 
to me. I began with the fact that I 
had been born into a Christian home, 
went on to my conversion at nine 
years of age, and my sanctification at 
eleven. Then I related how  I was 
not satisfied with my experience of 
sanctification and after earnest search 
I was Spirit-filled, August 24, 1961. 
At the end of that meeting I asked a 
minister friend of mine to close in 
prayer, but upon the com pletion of 
his prayer, to my amazement, the 
service was not finished. It had only 
begun. The very man who had prayed 
was filled with the Spirit, stood to 
his feet, and bore witness to his new­
found experience of God. Another 
minister arose and said that for twen­
ty-five years he had been seeking to 
be filled with the Spirit and that that 
morning he had been filled. I have 
received a letter from  him under date 
September 11, 1961, in which he bears
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witness to a radical change in his 
pastoral work and he says, “ The 
Spirit-filled life is the only way to 
live.” H ow many people were filled 
with the Spirit that morning I do not 
know. A  youth minister from  Los 
Angeles, a college quartet singer, a 
varsity athletic player, a high school 
musician, a minister of the gospel who 
had been ordained elder only a few  
weeks before, and others, were filled 
with the Spirit of God. Since that 
Sunday morning God has confirmed 
in my own heart His permanent work, 
and a minister and a ministerial can­
didate were recently filled with the 
Spirit in my office in Seattle.
Conclusions on the Spirit-filled Life:
(1) One cannot be filled with the 
Spirit as long as he seeks an experi­
ence or a particular gift or som ebody  
else's experience. There is only one 
way a person may be filled with the 
Spirit and that is to seek earnestly 
after God himself.
(2) If God requires it, have the 
courage to bear witness to your own 
experience of Spirit-filling. E. Stan­
ley Jones, after eight years on the 
mission field, was a man broken in 
health. He could not do his work. 
One day in a prayer service God 
spoke to his heart and asked him if 
he would let go and let God do his 
work for him. In Jones’s beautifully 
direct language he says, “ I closed the 
deal right then and there.” God filled 
him with His Spirit. A t first Stanley 
Jones hesitated to bear witness to 
what had happened to him, but he 
felt he must and he did. The results 
are still coming in with many people 
being brought under conviction by 
reading or hearing his story. M y own 
pastor was filled with the Spirit as 
a result of reading about Stanley 
Jones’s experience.
( Continued on page 14)
Gleanings from the Greek New Testament
By Ralph Earle
Ephesians 1:23
“ F u l n e s s ”
' T ' h e  w o r d  is pleroma. Thayer says 
of it: “ 1. etym ologically it has 
a passive sense, that which is (or has 
been) filled; very rarely so in classi­
cal Greek.” 1 He further suggests: “ In 
the New Testament the body of be­
lievers, as that which is filled with 
the presence, agency, riches of God 
and of Christ.” - Somewhat similar­
ly Cremer writes that in this passage 
the fullness of Christ “ is a name 
given to the church, because the 
church embodies and shows for all 
that Christ . . . is.” :l
The word comes from  the verb 
pleroo, which means “ fill, make full, 
fill to the full.” Abbot-Sm ith goes on 
to define pleroma  thus: “ the result 
of the action involved in pleroo . . . , 
hence, 1. in passive sense, that which 
has been com pleted, com plement, 
plenitude, fullness.” 4
Arndt and Gingrich indicate the 
difference of opinion as to the exact 
meaning of pleroma. Under the def­
inition “ that which makes something 
full or complete, supplement, com ­
plement,” they say: “ Figuratively, 
perhaps of the church which, as the
1Lexicon , p. 518. 
-Ibid.
'•Lexicon, p. 501.
4Lexicon, pp. 365-66.
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body, is to pleroma, the com plem ent 
of Christ, who is the head Eph. 1: 23” ; 
then they add: “ M uch more probably 
the Ephesian passage belongs under
2. that which is full of som ething.’ ’' 
A lford agrees with this, as he says: 
“ Here, the simple and primary m ean­
ing is by far the best,— ‘the thing 
filled,’— ‘the filled up receptable’ . . . 
the meaning being, that the church 
being the Body of Christ, is dwelt in 
and filled by God: it is His plerom a  
in an especial manner— His fulness 
abides in it, and is exemplified by it.” '1 
Eadie has a long (7 pp.) discussion 
of pleroma. He first asserts, against 
Erasmus and others, that it is in ap­
position with soma (b o d y ) . That 
seems clearly correct. He further re­
jects the idea that plerom a  means 
either multitude or the divine glory. 
Finally he sets aside the active con­
notation of plerom a— the thought that 
the Church complements Christ— held 
by Chrysostom, Calvin, and others. 
He comments: “ The idea is a strik­
ing, but a fallacious one. It is not in 
accordance with the prevailing usage 
of pleroma in the N ew Testament, and 
it stretches the figure to an undue 
extent.” 7 He writes: “ The word, we
BL exicon , p. 678.
' G reek Testament, III, 87.
7Ephesians, p. 112.
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apprehend, is rightly taken in a pas­
sive sense— that which is filled up.” s 
And then he concludes: “ So the 
church is named pleroma, or fulness, 
because it holds or contains the fu l­
ness of C h r i s t . I t  is obvious that 
this is in agreement with A lford ’s in­
terpretation.
With this consensus of opinion Sal- 
mond agrees. He says: “ Hence 
pleroma is to be taken in the passive 
sense here, as is done by most com ­
mentators, and the idea is that the 
Church is not only Christ’s body but 
that which is filled by H im ."1" A fter 
comparing this usage with the similar 
one in Colossians, he concludes: 
“Here the conception is that this plen­
itude of the divine powers and quali­
ties which is in Christ is imparted by 
Him to His Church, so that the latter 
is pervaded by His presence, animated 
by His life, filled with His gifts and 
energies and graces.” 11 
In his commentary on Colossians 
and Philemon, Lightfoot has an ex ­
tensive special note, “ On the mean­
ing of plerom a" (pp. 257-73). He 
points out, as do all lexicons, that the 
verb pleroun  has two distinct mean­
ings— (1) “ To fill,” or (2) “ To ful­
fil, complete, perfect, accom plish”—  
and adds: “ The word occurs about 
a hundred times in the New Testa­
ment, and for every one instance of 
the form er sense there are at least 
four of the latter.” 1- He differs from 
the m ajority of commentators in in­
sisting that it is this second meaning 
which should be applied to the noun. 
He writes: “ As pleroun  is ‘to com ­
plete’, so pleroma  is ‘that which is 
completed', i.e. the complement, the 
full tale, the entire number or quan­
8Ibid., p. 113.
■‘Ibid.
> EGT. Ill, 282.
11Ibid.
12Colossians and Philemon, p. 257.
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t.ity, the plenitude, the perfection.” 1'1 
He believes this agrees with “ its com ­
monest usages in classical G reek.” 14
After noting the use of plerovia  in 
the Gospels, Lightfoot finally comes 
to a comparison of its meaning in 
Colossians and Ephesians. This is 
governed by the differences in aim in 
the two Epistles. He continues:
“ W hile in the form er the A postle ’s main 
ob ject is to assert the suprem acy of the 
Person of Christ, in the latter his prin ­
cipal theme is the life and energy of the 
Church, as dependent on Christ. So the 
plerom a  residing in Christ is viewed from 
a different aspect, no longer in relation 
to God, so m uch as in relation to the 
Church. It is that plenitude of Divine 
graces and virtues which is com m uni­
cated through Christ to the Church as 
His body. The Church, as ideally  regard­
ed, . . . becom es in a manner identified 
with Him. A ll the D ivine graces which 
reside in Him are imparted to her; His 
‘fulness’ is com m unicated to her: and 
thus she may be said to be His plero -  
>na.",r'
W estcott is in essential agreement 
with Lightfoot. He says: “ For while, 
on the one side, Christ gives their 
true being to all things by His pres­
ence . . . and Christians in a special 
sense reach their ‘fulness,’ their com ­
plete development, in Him . . .  on 
the other side, all things are contribu- 
tary to Him, and He himself finds His 
fulness in the sum of all that He 
brings into a living union with Him­
self.” "''
It would appear that we should al­
low both meanings: the Church as 
the receptacle of divine fullness or 
as the completion of Christ. The 
second interpretation is dismissed by 
many commentators as being too dar-
K:Ibid., p. 258.
11Ibid.
'••Ibid., p. 263.
"'Ephesians, p. 28.
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ing a one. But F. W. Beare helpfully 
suggests that this completion of Christ 
is not to be referred to His divine 
nature, which obviously was eternally 
complete, but rather to “ the contin­
gent manifestation of him in his func­
tion as Messiah. . . .  In this contin­
gent sense the church is necessary to 
his completion.” 17 Beare quotes West- 
cott approvingly and adopts his in­
terpretation of pleroma.
C h r i s t  or  G o d ?
Is “ him that filleth all in all” to 
be identified as the Son or the Fa­
ther? A lford says: “ The reference 
is, I think, to the Father, not to 
Christ.” 18 On the other hand, Eadie 
writes: “ The tou  which follows ple­
roma I refer to Jesus; not to G od.” 1!l 
The latter seems to fit the context 
better.
t7F. W. Beare, “ The Epistle to the Ephesians” 
(Exegesis), The Interpreter’s Bible, X  (New 
York: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953), 637. 
18Op. cit., p. 88.
19Op. cit., p. 114.
I n  o r  W i t h ?
“ A ll in all” is a favorite expression 
in religious circles. But there is con ­
siderable difference of opinion as to 
how the phrase should be translated 
here. The B erkeley  Version  has “ the 
universe at all points.”
But Salmond is opposed to the last 
part of this. He says that en pasin 
should be translated “ with all things,”  
and adds: “ It is best to understand 
it as the instrumental en . . . (M eyer, 
Ellicott, A lford, and most) ‘with all 
things.’ A lford  writes: “ So that 
the expression will mean, with all, 
not only gifts, not only blessing, but 
things: who fills all creation with 
whatever it possesses— who is the 
Author and G iver of all things.” - 1 
This is the tremendous concept which 
Paul had of Christ. The present par­
ticiple indicates He “ is filling” all 
the universe with all things— contin­
uous action.
20Op. cit., p. 281. 
: 'Op. cit., p. 88.
I Was Filled . . .
(Continued from  page 11)
(3) Religious awakening will come 
through Spirit-filled, Spirit-empow- 
ered people. Paul’s ministry came 
after he was filled with the Spirit. 
John W esley was a tired, cloistered 
scholar until after his Spirit-filling. 
Billy Graham was unheard of until 
Los Angeles, 1950. A  high school 
pianist did not make her evangelical 
faith evangelistic until something 
happened to her in Ireland. Religious 
awakening comes through people who 
are empowered instruments of God.
(4) This fourth conclusion is di­
rected to the preachers. With a re­
newed emphasis preach on the Spirit- 
filled life. Our people may be quite 
ignorant of Spirit-filling, at least on
the level of experience. Indeed they 
may not have been awakened to the 
fact that God can dominate their 
lives. The Early Church was built 
primarily by laymen who were filled 
with the Spirit.
(5) Let there be a renewed em ­
phasis upon a study of the Spirit- 
filled life in our colleges and sem­
inaries. Study should be within the 
fram ework of Bible and experience. 
Students should go to the Bible first, 
last, and always, to the classic pas­
sages on the Spirit-filled life. And 
they should also be directed to b io ­
graphical study, so that they can see 
that there actually are individuals 
who have been filled with the Spirit. 
Let the students read the lives of 
George Muller, John and Charles 
Wesley, John Newton, and others.
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This is the first of a series under this title, “ Qualities That 
Make a Good Preacher.” These contributions have been pro­
vided by the district superintendents of our overseas fields. I 
thought it would be of distinct value to see what ingredients 
were needed to make a good preacher on our mission fields. As 
you read these from month to month, I think you will agree 
that ministers are about the same breed anywhere in the world. 
•—Editor.
Qualifies That Make a Good Preacher
By R. J. Cerrato*
Italy is a land of over fifty million 
people. She has people of many dif­
ferent mentalities. She is the strong­
hold of (lie Catholic church. When 
the word Christian is used, the under­
standing is that the person is prac­
ticing the Roman Catholic faith. She 
does not want to know of any other 
faith or religion, for hers is the true 
faith according to her teachings.
Italy has her priests everywhere. 
It is not an unusual sight to see two 
or three priests walking together 
down the street every few  minutes. 
If one goes into the country in a far­
away place, he will see a beautiful 
castle which belongs to them. Every­
where you turn, you can see the men 
who are dressed in black, from  all 
over the world, learning m ore of its 
doctrine to keep the people in dark­
ness.
There is a cold, richly jew eled 
church on every main square and one 
or two off the main square. In spite
* Florence, Italy.
of it all the people are turning from 
their doors and are entering the tem­
ples of communism. The people have 
lost faith in the church and her priest. 
The worst insult one can receive in 
Italy is to be called a “ priest.” The 
people are tired of hearing, not so 
much in words as in practice. Don't 
do what I do but as I say.
The time is ripe for the evangelical 
church to grow and make inroads into 
the stronghold of the Roman church. 
What is the weapon that can be 
used? The evangelical churches need 
native pastors: men who are willing 
to be used of God, willing to bear the 
reproach and stand true in spite of 
persecution; men who can live the 
life that they preach until the robes 
of doubt are taken off those who look 
at them in unbelief.
W e in Italy are not as fortunate as 
others in that they have many Bible 
schools and seminaries. W e do not 
have the demand for men who can 
work and go to school and still make 
a good living. The men have to work
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ten and twelve hours a day to barely 
make a living. They cannot go to 
school and still have the needed 
funds to live.
W e are looking for pastors to care 
for our church groups. W e must 
have men who are called of God. 
They must feel the “ W oe is unto me, 
if I preach not the gospel!”
This man must know that God has 
called him and that God will care for 
his every need. He must be a pastor, 
evangelist, missionary, and friend in 
his own home.
The preacher must have a definite 
personal experience with God.
His faith must be in the blood of 
Jesus Christ, that saves and sancti­
fies. He must be blessed and filled 
with the Holy Spirit, knowing that 
he has received a second definite 
work of grace which is instantaneous. 
The preacher must be able to main­
tain fellowship and communion with 
God.
The atmosphere of Italy is not con­
ducive to holy living. The vices are 
many and the temptations great. The 
temperament and emotions of the 
people are such that unless one has 
contact with God he will be swept 
away by the w orldly tides. A  preacher 
must avoid the temptation of criti­
cism against the religion of the state, 
government, or political parties. He 
must emphasize the beauty of the 
gospel of Christ and let his life be 
an example of what Christ has done. 
The preacher must know the m en­
tality and habits of the people.
He must know what days to con­
duct special services and the hours 
to call these services. Many have 
hours to work which cannot be 
changed and the preacher must 
know this. He must try to visit when 
the family is at home as a group 
and yet not interfere with their per­
sonal gatherings. Many times the op­
portunity is ripe to evangelize dur­
ing these visits and he must be able 
to sense the Spirit and follow  through. 
Many people will accept Christ m ore 
willingly in the home than in the 
church. Every open door of every 
home is an open pulpit where he must 
be ready to draw the net and win 
some soul. The Early Church was 
started in the home, and he must be 
ready to see the beginning of a 
church within each home.
The preacher must not allow him self 
to becom e discouraged.
There will be times when the 
crowds are small even after much 
visiting and much prayer. He must 
learn to feed the flock regardless of 
the two or the twenty that are pres­
ent. He should try to learn the rea­
son why the people are not in service 
and use every means to help people 
through their sickness, sorrow, dis­
couragement, and spiritual crisis. If 
he allows himself the luxury of dis­
couragement, then he becom es a 
flickering lamp which does not give 
the light of hope of Christ to those 
who look at him as their pastor and 
example.
The preacher must have a desire to 
visit.
The preacher must rem ember that 
the Italian people will return a visit 
because of their teaching. If the 
preacher can have this call returned 
for a church visit, he will have suc­
cess. The visit must be brief, re­
membering that these folk have to 
work and need their rest or time to 
do their daily chores. He can ruin 
all that he is trying to do with over­
staying his time of visit.
The preacher must not neglect the 
cultivating of his mind and spirit.
The Italian people like to talk on 
all subjects. They have great respect 
for knowledge and for one who has 
a certain amount of it. They read 
a lot and are ready to defend their 
positions. The preacher should read
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all that he can along the lines of re­
ligion, history, and everyday life, but 
most of all he should place a premium 
on God's Word. There should be no 
reason why the man of God is not 
able to give the Bread of Life to hun­
gry people. They want it now and 
cannot wait until it is dug out of the 
hidden pages of his Bible. He will 
win many by his knowledge of the 
Word and his ability to find it at his 
finger tips, for it will give the sign 
of a man who is accustomed to his 
Bible.
The preacher must have a. positive 
Biblical message, prepared at all 
times.
The phrase, “ I hope,” “ I think,” or 
“I believe,” is a sign of weakness for 
the Italian. He must express certain­
ty and be able to say, “ I know, for I 
have experienced.” The message must 
be backed with the Scripture, for 
anyone given Italian can outpreach 
one who is not founded upon the 
Scriptures. He must be prepared, for 
at times he is called upon when his 
sermon notes are out of reach and his 
hour for preaching is not yet due. 
The Italians love to talk on the street, 
and one can easily get in a good mes­
sage to listening hearts if he is pre­
pared and knows his Bible.
The preacher must be a man who is 
not wavering in his convictions.
Many are those who come with 
good reasons why these things should 
be done that the Bible says should 
be left undone and vice versa. He 
must know the reason of the hope 
that is within him and be able to 
say, “ Thus saith the Lord.” Many 
times in trying to content the people 
the preacher finds himself in trouble. 
He should never make a hasty de­
cision without thinking over all the 
aspects of his actions. He should re­
member the condition that Aaron got 
himself into by listening to the peo­
ple and letting them create their own 
god in the form of a calf. Knowing 
the habits of the people, the preach­
er will know that what they want 
today they will criticize you for let­
ting them do tomorrow. He must be 
firm, yet loving, until the people know 
that he is the leader, and in so doing 
he will gain more respect.
The preacher must be a man of faith, 
knowing the pow er of God in healing 
the sick body and soul.
The Italians lean towards the spe­
cial favors given them by the thou­
sands of saints that they have. A  
preacher must lift up Christ, the 
great Healer and Grace Giver. He 
must have faith that is able to touch 
the hem of His garment until those 
who are healed will give the glory 
to Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and 
not to an idol of stone and wood. 
Many in the Early Church were won 
through healing and faith, and the 
minister must avail himself of all the 
power that God has in store for His 
people.
The preacher should avoid. any form  
of liturgy.
He must rem ember that we are not 
equipped to compete with the state 
church. Many of the people that are 
coming to his church are sick on this 
type of form and it will do him much 
harm. One pastor wanted to use some 
water in dedicating a baby and 
shocked the folk, for they accused 
him of trying to use holy water. Our 
gospel is the living W ord of the living 
God, who can take a sinful, dying 
man and transform him into a living 
testimony by the grace of God. Our 
people like the “ Am ens” and the 
“ Glory to G od” and we miss much by 
not allowing them to give vent to 
their emotions in the Holy Spirit. 
The preacher has to rem ember that 
he is the key to the charging of the 
spiritual atmosphere. If he does not 
( Continued on page 27)
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The Altar in the History of the Church
By W. R. Watson*
T P h e y  c a l l e d  i t  a n  “ a l t a r .”  It did 
-*• not look like an altar, in the “ high 
church” sense of the word. It was 
lacking in style, symmetry, and 
symbolism. It was not placed in a 
conspicuous, exalted position. It was 
only a crude, wooden railing, stretch­
ing unobtrusively across the front of 
an old tabernacle at the Northeastern 
Indiana District Center. But, for the 
writer of this paper, then a teen-ager, 
it became a veritable high altar, as 
in penitence and contrition he knelt 
before it; for, wonder of wonders, 
God met him, and from  Heaven’s 
throne came the glorious words, “ Son, 
thy sins be forgiven thee.”  A  change 
had taken place. The drabness of the 
altar had disappeared. It was still 
the same simple piece of furniture, 
with all the same physical im per­
fections; but it had now  com e alive; 
now it glowed with a heavenly radi­
ance! It had becom e a sacred spot, 
bathed in eternal beauty, for a hun­
gry soul had found it to be a meeting 
place with God!
The altar is not a recent innovation 
It is, perhaps, almost as old as man 
himself, for there is that within the 
heart of humanity which seeks a 
meeting place with the Divine. L ike­
wise, God desires fellowship with the 
crowning achievement of His crea­
tion. The altar, as a meeting place 
with God, is the most natural and 
necessary thing that can be imagined.
♦Elkhart, Indiana.
A s the centuries have com e and gone, 
it has undergone physical change, but 
its essential purpose has remained 
constant. A s Dr. Norman Oke ob ­
serves, in his book W e Have an Altar, 
“ We, of the Church of the Nazarene, 
did not create it [the a ltar]; we found 
it and borrow ed it.” 1 A nd w e have 
adapted it to our needs in evangeliz­
ing the world.
Old Testament
The Old Testament contains m ore 
than 400 references to altars. The 
primitive ones in Palestine w ere 
piles of man-arranged stones, the top 
one flat enough to receive offerings 
of sacrificial animals or grain. The 
w ord altar, in Hebrew, means “ place 
of slaughter or sacrifice.” 2 The loca­
tion and physical appearance of 
primitive altars varied widely, but the 
one com m on characteristic was that 
they were constructed on sites where 
G od had spoken or an appearance of 
Deity had taken place.
It was Noah who introduces us to 
the altar, for the very first mention 
of such a place is in Genesis 8:20, 
where we learn Noah, after leading 
his little band forth from  the ark, 
paused to build an altar to God be­
fore beginning his task of building a 
decent world. Though it probably 
was not a thing of beauty, the sacri-
’ Norman R. Oke, We Have an Altar (Nazarene 
Publishing House, 1956), p. 9.
2Madeleine S. Miller and J. Lane Miller, Harp­
er ’s Bible Dictionary (New York: Harper & Bro­
ther’s Publications, 1954), p. 13.
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fice watted an incense to heaven and 
brought the rainbow of G od ’s ap­
proval to bless the earth.
Other early altars referred to in 
the Old Testament include those built 
by Abraham, in whose life the altar 
occupied such a prominent position, 
and Moses, who built an altar when 
God spoke after the victory over the 
Amalekites (Exodus 17:15), and 
again before he went up into Mount 
Sinai (Exodus 24:4-8).
The Mosaic law specified unhewn 
stones, native earth, or w ood as the 
materials from which altars were to 
be constructed. W ith the giving of 
God’s laws on M ount Sinai, the altar 
was installed as a vital part in the 
religious life and worship of Israel. 
Included in the Mosaic law were spe­
cifications for two kinds of priestly 
altars, the larger being the “ altar of 
burnt offering.” It had projections at 
each corner, called the “ horns,” to 
which the animal for the sacrifice 
was tied. There is a rich symbolism 
for today in the fact that a fugitive 
fleeing from  pursuers could cling to 
these horns. The second altar, “ the 
altar of incense,” was much smaller.
Dr. Oke makes four significant ob­
servations concerning the Old Testa­
ment altars and their significance to 
us today:
(1) They were large enough to be 
adequate.
(2) They were substantially built.
(3) They were easily accessible.
(4) There was no unnecessary em­
barrassment."
New Testament
It seems somewhat strange to us 
that the New Testament has little to 
say about the use of the altar. There 
are only tw enty-four references to 
altars in the entire New Testament. 
Of these, six were made by Jesus, five 
by the Apostle Paul, and eight occur
3Oke, op. cit., pp. 11-12.
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in the Revelation of St. John. In 
Matt. 5:23, Jesus does recognize the 
altar as an essential element in the 
church, as He urges those with per­
sonal differences to effect a reconcili­
ation before bringing any gift to the 
altar. St. Paul makes general refer­
ence to the altar, but there is scant 
indication of the specific part the 
altar played in the Early Church.
In the Epistle to the Hebrews there 
occurs a phrase which at first seems 
to hold promise of shedding some 
light on the subject; for the author 
wrote, “ W e have an altar.” 4 However, 
it seems evident the author is refer­
ring to Jesus Christ, the Fulfillment 
of the Old Testament symbolism. In 
Him we have the glorious combina­
tion of High Priest, Altar, and Sac­
rifice! Small wonder the early 
Christian Church burst forth in un­
encumbered e v a n g e l i s m !  They 
preached Christ crucified! They 
preached Him with dynamic sim­
plicity! Church furniture was of 
little concern to them; they were too 
busy spreading the message of the 
Master Carpenter. Having only em­
bryonic organization and the most 
meager facilities, they plunged ahead! 
They had the gospel— entrusted to 
their care by their Saviour! They 
had the Great Commission! They 
had hearts constrained by the love 
of Christ! These other matters would 
take care of themselves in due time.
The Medieval Church
Gradually an organizational pat­
tern developed in the life of the 
Church. A lthough portable tables 
were probably used before, the real 
altars appeared toward the end of the 
third century. They were made of 
wood and were called “ The L ord ’s 
Table,” in com memoration of the 
table at which Christ partook of His
4Heb. 13:10.
Last Supper. Beginning in the fifth 
century, altars became large and mas­
sive, profusely ornate, and elaborate­
ly enriched with inlays of gold, ivory 
and precious stones. At first the altar 
was detached from  the wall and the 
celebrant stood behind it, facing the 
congregation. Later the altar was 
placed closer to the wall, and the 
celebrant took his position with his 
back to the congregation.
At first there was only one altar 
in the place of worship, sym bolic of 
unity. But soon the practice of ven­
erating relics caused many altars to 
be placed in different parts of the 
sanctuary. In some cases remains of 
the saints were kept on them.
Post Reformation
With the coming of the Reform a­
tion there came an attempt in the 
Reform ed churches to remove all ac­
cessories of medieval worship, includ­
ing the altar, for which a simple 
table, just for the L ord ’s Supper, was 
substituted. From the middle of the 
s e v e n t e e n t h  century evangelical 
churches began to subordinate the 
altar. The pulpit began to be placed 
behind the altar and elevated above 
it, as the emphasis shifted to a pulpit- 
centered ministry. However, in the 
nineteenth century there began a 
trend among liturgical groups, back 
in the direction of more elaborate 
forms of worship, and the sacrimental 
altar became central to the ministry 
of the church. One Methodist writer 
warns that, with its present-day ven­
eration of the sacramental altar, the 
Protestant church is in grave danger 
of backtracking to the place it occu­
pied before the Reformation."’
Nazarene Evangelism
The altar with which we are fa­
miliar in the Church of the Nazarene 
is the evangelistic altar, not the Com ­
5Ilion T. Jones, A Historical Approach to Evan­
gelical Worship (New York: Abingdon-Cokesbury 
Press), p. 230.
munion or sacramental altar of the 
liturgical church, which is placed at 
the front wall of the sanctuary as the 
center of interest. W hile we recog­
nize the sacramental function of the 
altar, in which there is a fellowship 
between God and man, we firm ly be­
lieve our greatest task is to bring 
about a divine-human encounter in 
which there is a crisis transformation 
of the heart and life. It is to bring 
the purifying, Pentecostal p o w e r  
of the H oly Spirit into the life of 
the Christian! This is the task of 
evangelism! Our altars, then, are 
primarily evangelistic and only sec­
ondarily for the sacraments. There­
fore our ministry is pulpit-centered. 
Brethren of the cloth, this arrange­
ment testifies to the fact that our 
ministry is to be, first of all, p ro ­
phetic; and, secondarily, priestly. Our 
pulpits occupy the center of interest 
in our churches. W ith burning hearts 
we stand cast in the role of spokes­
men for God and herald forth the 
vibrant message of redemption and 
holiness; we warn men to “ flee from  
the wrath to com e” ; and then we 
point poor, depraved humanity to an 
altar— a sacred rendezvous with God! 
Thank God, we do have such an al­
tar!
For the evangelistic altar we are 
indebted to early Methodism. D ur­
ing a sweeping revival in New York, 
in the years 1806 and 1807, the prac­
tice of inviting penitent sinners to 
com e to the altar to pray was insti­
tuted, in order to avoid the confusion 
of seekers praying in different parts 
of the church at the same time. This 
practice spread rapidly, and, as the 
revival fires spread in every direc­
tion, these crude altars became known 
as “ m ourners’ benches.” The name 
was most appropriate, for, under the 
influence of Judgment Day preach­
ing, conviction, seized men’s souls, and 
they needed little other than a place
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to mourn over their sins. The term 
“mourners’ bench” is still not passe, 
as far as the Nazarene vocabulary is 
concerned. God grant that we may 
ever keep that ruggedness in our 
gospel!
Since its beginning the Church of 
the Nazarene has been an evange­
listic church. Evangelism is so central 
to our purpose that unless every seg­
ment of our services is saturated with 
that spirit we are failing in our mis­
sion. Our task is to bring dying men 
to a living Christ. The focal point of 
all our church program, then, is the 
altar. Therefore the altar must be 
central in our churches. Actually, our 
churches must be both pulpit-cen­
tered and evangelistic-altar-centered. 
The Word goes forth from  G od ’s 
spokesman in the pulpit, and it re­
turns in the form  of immortal fruit 
bowing at the altar of prayer.
Dr. Oke suggests that the altar 
should be central in the planning of 
the physical plant, and that the plan­
ning for the sanctuary should begin 
with the altar. It should be well 
planned from the standpoint of acces­
sibility, serviceability, and sturdiness. 
It should not be a mere railing on 
the platform, but a true evangelistic 
altar, with ample room and con­
venience for both seekers and altar 
workers.0
cOke, op. cit., pp. 20 ff.
It has been charged by some that, 
in our churches, we do not have true 
sanctuaries, only auditoriums— be­
cause we do not have a sacramental 
altar, with a divided chancel. Per­
haps the most disturbing implication 
of that charge is that our altars are 
not as sacred to us as those of the 
liturgical churches are to them. With 
that charge we take most vigorous 
exception! For there is nothing in 
all the church more sacred and pre­
cious to us than our altars, humble 
though they may be. W e’ve seen 
them baptized with the tears of re­
pentance and joy ; w e’ve observed 
the transforming grace of God as it 
has liberated sin-enslaved men from 
their fetters; w e’ve seen mountainous 
burdens of sin disappear beneath the 
cleansing flood as precious souls 
plunged into the fountain opened for 
uncleanness; w e’ve watched the fire 
fall from  heaven and consume the 
dross and impurity from  the sacrifice 
upon the altar; w e’ve seen the 
heavens opened and the H oly Spirit 
descending like a dove to fill a yield­
ed vessel; w e ’ve witnessed the miracle 
of finite humans meeting the infinite 
God and finding Him sufficient for 
every need! So we solemnly affirm 
our altars are indeed sacred to us!
As the altar has been central in our 
history, may it continue to be central 
in our future!
There was much I thought I wanted 
that experience had to teach me I did 
not want, before I w7as ready for the 
secrets of the Kingdom .— J . R u f u s  
M o s e l e y .
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Jesus delivers us from the things 
we thought we wanted that He may 
bring us to what He knew we really 
wanted and needed.
— J. R u f u s  M o s e l e y
Unrest on the Tobacco Front
Cigarettes and Cancer
/ C i g a r e t t e s  continue to be pro- 
moted with a stupendous adver­
tising campaign. The billions of 
cigarettes smoked continue to in­
crease— all this despite the Am erican 
Cancer Society ’s insistence that “ all 
evidence demonstrates beyond a rea­
sonable doubt that cigarette smoking 
is the m ajor cause of lung cancer in 
the United States.”
Recently a well-know n medical 
authority while in Memphis was in­
terviewed on this matter. Dr. A lton 
Ochsner, famous N ew Orleans sur­
geon, states there was no question 
about smoking causing lung cancer. 
In his opinion the sm oker takes a 
bigger risk with his life than he 
would by playing Russian roulette. 
He predicts 40,000 will die needless­
ly this year because they w on ’t leave 
smoking alone.
Cigarette companies have greatly 
stepped up their advertising efforts, 
increasing 134 per cent between 1954 
and 1960. They have sponsored their 
own research, which, as one might ex­
pect, plays down cigarette smoking 
itself as causing high mortality rates 
in lung cancer or heart disease.
But recent developments may yet 
jolt the industry:
The Danish National Society for 
Combating Cancer affirms a link be­
tween smoking and cancer. It urges 
its government to restrict or abolish 
all cirgarette advertising and to pro­
hibit all persons under sixteen years 
of age from smoking in public.
The R oyal College of Physicians 
and two medical journals in Great 
Britain report that “ cigarette sm ok­
ing is the cause of lung cancer” and 
call on their governm ent to take steps 
to curb smoking. The British govern­
ment in turn started circulating a re­
port called Smoking and Health that 
warned of dangers of cigarette sm ok­
ing.
In the United States, Senator Mau- 
rine B. N euberger of Oregon has said 
that she w ould introduce legislation 
aimed at restricting the sale o f cig­
arettes and otherwise protecting 
Am erican consumers against “ this un­
checked poisoning of our population.”
Look for the cigarette companies 
to do all in their power to block this 
effort to safeguard against cancer and 
continue promoting their product.—  
Baptist Reflector.
Puff On, McDeatli!
Health authorities squaring off 
against K iller Tobacco, I feel that I 
should at least hold their coat. I hesi­
tate actually to get into the ring 
against the weed because the last 
time this colum n took a poke at a 
bad habit (com pulsive drinking), it 
drew  a letter to the editor com plain­
ing about goodie-goodie columnists 
and regretting the passing of the 
zesty writer whose colum n was an 
asylum for vices in all the m ore popu­
lar shades o f purple.
W hen newspapermen preach ab­
stinence while ministers of the gospel
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smoke and drink, nobody knows 
where he’s at. Values totter, and peo­
ple don’t know  what to hang on to, 
aside from  real estate.
A llow  me to be very tentative, 
then, in siding with those campaign­
ing against the smoking habit. I un­
roll at once the proclamation that our 
basic freedom s include the right to 
choose an early grave. Although a 
non-smoker, I shall not dwell on the 
smoke-filled room ’s effect on my 
kind’s eye, nose and throat, and shall 
concede that a simple window-wash- 
er’s belt enables us to enjoy the party 
in good air.
I grant that street, sidewalk and 
lawn gain decorative accents from  the 
butts thrown on them. By squinting 
I can see no anomaly in a pretty girl’s 
grooming herself carefully, beguiling 
with the scent of lilies of the valley, 
then offering a kiss that tastes like 
a bucket of ashes.
Nor shall I make too much of the 
fact that psychologists identify the 
cigaret as a substitute for the moth­
er’s nipple, and sm oking’s pleasure as 
at least partly as labial as that of the 
more rubbery pacifier. Big men who 
mouth unlit cigars may be unaware 
that they are overage sucklings, but 
I shall not remind them.
W here I feel on more solid grounds 
is in frowning at those T V  cigaret 
commercials in which the cigaret is 
the catalyst of love. Y ou  know  the 
kind. The gent is standing there at 
the rail of the ferry. He takes out a
pack of gaspers, sets fire to one and 
inhales, ecstasy held in check only 
by massive powers of self-control.
Presto! A  gorgeous doll material­
izes from  limbo, dimpling at the 
proffered pack, whereupon the gent 
gives her a light that she reciprocates 
with a glance so smouldering we ex­
pect his eyebrows to vanish in two 
puffs of smoke.
The implication is that, regardless 
of what further contribution the gent 
makes to the lady’s ruin, she is pas­
sionately grateful for his expediting 
the destruction of her lungs. This, I 
suggest, is unrealistic. M aybe in some 
darker parts of A frica a cigaret serves 
as passkey to a wom an’s person, but 
not on our government ferries.
I suspect that such cigaret com ­
mercials induce our youngsters to as­
sociate smoking with satisfaction of 
certain social hungers that bug teen­
agers in particular. I suggest that 
the romance that begins on the 
strength of a fag is more accurately 
represented by the lipstick-stained 
butt soggy in the coffee cup. (Is any 
spoor m ore obscene?)
One further suggestion: as a de­
terrent, how  about ash-trays designed 
as miniature crematory urns, bearing 
an inspirational message such as 
Yours Will Be King-Size?
Only an idea. “ Fais ce que vou- 
dras,” as Rabelais’ good monk said. 
Live and let live— longer.— E r ic  M i- 
c o l  in the Province, Vancouver, B.C.
D ir e c t io n
The second mile is the mile that counts because it is the mile 
you  choose to walk. The first mile is the mile of compulsion; the sec­
ond is the mile of charity and kindness.— G e o . E . F a i l i n g , “ The Second 
M ile,’ ’ W esleyan M ethodist,
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QXJTEZEnsr of title PARSONAGE”
"In All Things Faithful"
Audrey J. Williamson
T K e e p  t h e  T r y s t ”  is the name of 
a brief allegory written by Annie 
Fellows Johnston. The tale is set 
in the days of King Arthur and his 
Knights of the Round Table. It is the 
story of a page who in that long-ago 
time, served in a great earl’s hall. The 
lad longed to win the title of a knight, 
but despaired, thinking that such 
honor came only to those who did 
some outstanding deed of courage or 
feat of arms.
Then, one day, he learned that 
the king wished to gather round his 
court a chosen circle of those who 
had proved themselves utterly trust­
worthy. Merlin, the enchanter, was 
to sound a call betimes which could 
be heard throughout the kingdom. 
Those who were awake at dawn and 
listening in high places would hear. 
If they were obedient to each sum­
mons that came, finally they would 
be called to keep tryst with the king 
himself.
Ederyn, the page, vow ed in his 
heart to be one of the faithful. Each 
morning he rose early and listened, 
but often no call sounded, and then 
the page perform ed willingly what­
ever routine service his squire re­
quired of him. A t times a call would 
com e to go to some far distant place. 
Then only by special permission could 
he fulfill this summons and he must
w ork doubly hard to gain the wished- 
for leave.
A t the keeping of each tryst, he 
received a token as proof that he had 
not failed the call. He was summoned 
once to meet the somber face of Dis­
appointment. Again his tryst brought 
him to Suffering and Pain; once it 
was to meet sore Defeat; and again, 
an overwhelm ing Sorrow. But he was 
faithful, not only to these difficult 
and occasional summonses, but to the 
round of duties each day brought 
when no special call was given.
“ The king himself awaits thee.” So 
difficult did it prove to keep this final 
tryst that in the end he almost failed. 
But arriving just as the king ap­
peared, he knelt and bared his breast. 
There all the pledges of his faithful­
ness gleamed in vivid hues. Pain had 
left a deep, red ruby; H onor had set 
her seal upon him in a golden star; a 
diamond gleamed where Sorrow ’s 
tear had fallen; an amethyst glowed 
purple to mark his patient meeting 
with Defeat.
But mostly w ere the pledge’s little 
pearls for little duties faithfully per­
form ed, and as Ederyn knelt before 
his king, they form ed the words, “ In 
A ll Things Faithful.”
Little pearls, for little duties faith­
fully perform ed! H ow  true to life
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this is—life as we all know it! Most 
of our days are routine. Many of 
them seem rather ordinary. Perhaps 
we meet the crises better than we 
answer the call of the simple daily 
tasks. To their perform ance as well 
as the summons to the heroic, we 
must add the element of conscious 
obedience, of a willing and joyous 
faithfulness. W e must feel that in 
their accomplishment we are answer­
ing the K ing’s call, that He takes 
note, and that His recognition of our 
faithful service is registered upon
our hearts, not in a visible token, but 
in a very real way nonetheless.
W e know not what this new year 
holds for any one of us. It may bring 
excitm ent and challenge, with new 
and thrilling experiences. It may 
bring us heavy loads to bear and 
bitter cups to drink. It may be 
that our path shall be familiar and 
uneventful— perhaps it will even be 
a circumscribed path. Let us accept 
whatever summons comes for us with 
loving trust and implicit obedience. 
“ In All Things Faithful!”
Qualities That Make . . .
(C ontinued jrom  page 17)
heed the Spirit and allow Him to have 
right of way, he will lose all the 
blessing for himself and his people. 
He must know the Spirit and be able 
to be led by Him.
The preacher must be able to re ­
ceive and bring a challenge to his 
people.
Many wish for G od ’s blessings and 
God’s help but the preacher must be 
able to challenge the people and show 
them G od ’s requirements for these 
blessings and carry through on them. 
Many of the Latin people becom e 
easily swayed, and after the emotion 
dies down, they forget what had 
moved them. The preacher must be 
able to make the challenge more than 
a series of emotions but make it the 
concrete will of God. They must be 
able to understand that after all the 
“ Am ens” have died away, and the 
job requires endurance and hard 
work, it is still the will of God and 
it must be done.
The preacher must realize that he 
cannot do anything m ore or less than 
to be a preacher.
In realizing this he will give him­
self over to building and developing 
of Christian character. He is not one 
who is welcom ed by the state or the 
Roman church. The people look at 
him as if to say, You are doing this 
job  because you are looking for an 
easy way out and are a rebel to our 
cause. He must show through his life 
and actions that he is not just an­
other priest in everyday clothes but 
a man of God who has answered the 
call of God. He has come to bring 
the message of God and to share the 
wealth of the grand treasure that he 
has found in Christ Jesus. When they 
see him act in a Christlike way under 
persecutions and criticism and all 
types of testing, then they will say, 
“ W e are willing to listen to you .” The 
world is still crying out in this day, 
“ Sirs, we would see Jesus.” They 
have seen so many stone and wooden 
Christs, so many false and fake rep­
resentatives of Christ, until they are 
looking with doubt and must be 
shown the true Christ. The preacher 
must be like Peter and John, who 
said, “ Look on us.” God help the 
preacher to be able to m irror Christ 
until whenever man shall see him he 
may see Christ in him, who is the 
Hope of our salvation.
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That Christian Glow
By Colleen Townsend Evans
T  h a v e  t o  g o  b a c k  almost fourteen
*  years to begin my story, because 
it was then I left the university I 
was attending and went to H olly­
wood. I had been planning to be a 
social worker, but my funds ran out. 
About that time I received a letter 
as a result of some modeling that I 
had been doing, asking if I were in­
terested in making a screen test. Well, 
I really wasn’t. To be an actress had 
not been my aim in life. But I guess 
there is something in all o f us women 
that leans in that direction if we were 
to have the chance. So I leaned, and 
I went, and I made the test.
During college I had been search­
ing, as I think many young people do, 
for something real in life: for a goal, 
and a joy— not just happiness, but 
something deeper. I had tried being 
good, tried improving myself, and 
that didn’t work. I even tried the 
church, but it just didn’t mean a 
thing to me. I found that “ churchi- 
anity” was not the answer.
W hen the invitation came from 
Hollywood, I thought perhaps it held 
the answer. The first few  months 
were exciting and wonderful. There 
were lots of new people to meet— peo­
ple whose faces I had watched for 
many years and never thought I 
would really com e to know. There 
was a certain amount of fame and
*Decision, June, 1962. Used by permission.
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financial security, which I had never 
known before.
The “Big Build-up” Was Planned
But one day the head producer of 
our company called me into his of­
fice and laid before me a plan that 
he and the studio had for my career. 
There were pictures com ing up, new 
parts— what they called the “ build­
up.” I rem em ber thinking, as I 
walked out of the office, that I should 
be excited. I should be really happy. 
What more could a girl want? But 
my heart sank as I realized that not 
even this prospect brought with it 
what I had been reaching for.
G od ’s timing is absolutely perfect, 
because at that time I met a group of 
Christian young people in a H olly­
wood church. In and through their 
lives I saw something so dynamic and 
so wonderful that I knew they had 
what I had been searching for. But 
the frustrating thing was, I didn’t 
know how to get it for myself. So I 
hung around as you do when you 
are hungry for something and you 
find people who have it. For months 
I taught a Sunday school class in my 
own church and then at night went 
to their church to listen to the things 
they had to say. Through Bill Bright, 
the Harvey Brothers, Louis Evans, 
Jr., and some others I was invited to 
a conference where for the first time 
I understood what it was they had.
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I also understood why I had never 
found it. They told me that the way 
to this wonderful new life was not 
through trying to be good, was not 
even just by way of the church, but 
the way was a Person and His name 
was Jesus Christ.
I Found the Meaning of Life
It was a new revelation— it was like 
hearing the name of Christ for the 
first time. I came to know what it 
was He had done for you and for me, 
and that we only needed to reach out 
and accept Him. So at that confer­
ence, by myself and in a quiet, un- 
dramatic fashion, I found “ the W ay.” 
I went for a walk and said, “ God, if 
all this is true, if this is the answer 
and if You are the way, I just want 
to give my life to You . . . every­
thing.” There were no voices, no 
visions, but that was the beginning. I 
walked along the road that morning 
with a totally new life. Everyone 
looked different, things smelled dif­
ferent. life was different, because I 
had found the meaning of life, in the 
person of Jesus Christ.
For three years I stayed right 
where I was and found a tremendous 
opportunity to witness for Christ 
within the motion picture industry. 
I believe that God has a will for each 
of us once we give our lives to Him. 
Then in a very definite way He let 
me know it was His will for me not 
to stay in the industry any longer, 
but to leave. It was a very simple 
decision. I admit that I was confused 
and almost embarrassed by all the 
publicity and com motion that was 
made over it. The newspapers asked, 
“ What do you mean, leaving all this 
m oney? W hat’s your gim m ick?” 
There was no gimmick; it was simply 
obedience to Christ.
I went into training for Christian 
work. What kind I wasn’t sure, but
it wasn’t long before I had a grip 
on things, and then finally I con­
vinced him and he asked me to marry 
him! So I became the wife of Louis 
Evans, Jr.
It Couldn’t Be Any Better
Up to that point my Christian life 
had been so exciting and so w onder­
ful that I could hardly believe it was 
real. Then when I married Louis, it 
seemed as if it couldn’t get any bet­
ter. He enrolled in a seminary for 
three years, and it was an opportu­
nity for me also, because I needed 
lots of training. A fter seminary we 
felt led to go on to more schooling 
and went overseas to Scotland. I 
thought, O God, my cup is so full I 
don't know what I am going to do.
In Scotland we had a baby. Then 
I knew it just couldn’t be any better. 
It was so good that the next year we 
had another baby, the next year an­
other. Until now, we have four little 
stairsteps. W e came home and Louis 
was called to begin a new church in 
the Los Angeles area.
One morning I woke up and asked, 
“ God, what’s w rong?” During the 
night one baby had awakened and 
cried. 1 had nursed him and put him 
back. A  couple of hours later another 
baby had fallen out of bed, and I had 
dashed out and put him back. Then 
the third one— I don’t rem ember what 
happened, but something did, and I 
found myself thinking, The glow is 
beginning to go.
For the first time I was knowing 
real responsibility. The hours that I 
had been able to spend before in 
Bible study and prayer, I no longer 
had. How do you find hours for 
prayer before the children get up? 
I couldn’t beat them at getting up 
in the morning. It seemed they 
would even hear me open my Bible. 
At night, frankly, I was just too ex­
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hausted to pray. I was having prob­
lems.
Victory— Out the Back Door
So after our first year we took a 
month’s vacation. M y husband feels 
that Christians should be constantly 
studying, so he went away to study 
and we as a family went with him. 
During that month, I reflected, he 
could go away and study, but, God, 
You are going to have to give me 
my answer. I don’t like these feel­
ings that I am having. I don ’t like 
having the glow  slip from  m y life. I 
feel that victory has gone out the 
back door.
Here was the first crisis in my 
Christian life. Each day I w ould put 
the children down to nap as fast as 
I could. I could hardly wait until 
they were asleep. The moment all 
was quiet I would get out my Bible 
and my little notebook and pencil. 
Then I ’d say, “ God, where is the 
problem ? W hy has the glow  disap­
peared? W here am I w rong? Just 
show m e.”
Bit by bit the answers started to 
unfold. God led me to a certain book 
which taught me to be honest. It 
taught me not just to pray about the 
particular problem  that I had myself 
— “ Lord, send me a m aid!” No, it 
told me to get right down to the basics 
of the problem, which was inside me. 
But the book which was used most of 
all in my life was the H oly Scriptures. 
I believe very firm ly that every single 
answer to every difficulty in life is 
there for us.
Four Serious Problems
I found my problems that summer 
and I found my answers, and this is 
really what I would like to discuss 
with you.
M y first problem  concerned my at­
titude. I felt as if I were a servant
in my own house. W hen the babies 
cried, I would look at m y husband 
lying there sound asleep and say, 
“ Lord, wake him up sometimes.” I 
loved him dearly, but he had the most 
wonderful ability to sleep through 
everything. Y et I really felt deep 
down inside that it was my job. I be­
lieved that I had been created as a 
woman, not to glorify myself, but to 
be a helpmeet for my husband. But 
when it came right down to the actual 
test, I was chafing and grumbling 
and resisting and resenting.
M y second problem  was the physi­
cal work— how to get it done. I had 
been trained to be an actress, not a 
housewife, and there is a lot of dif­
ference. I found that it was hard to 
get those babies clean and diapered 
every day and get the house ready 
for the meeting at night. Our church 
was started in our home— for four 
years our home was the church. 
There were meetings night after 
night: board meetings, Bible studies, 
evangelistic meetings for H ebrew  
Christians in our neighborhood— and 
cookies to bake for all o f them. I 
found that keeping the house clean, 
the babies clean, myself clean, left me 
exhausted. God, how  will I get 
through all this w ork?
M y third problem, as God revealed 
it to me one night when I became 
real honest, was what to do about my 
enemies. Now lots of women I have 
talked to say, “ Well, I’m lucky, I don ’t 
have any enemies.” I might have 
said that before that summer. But 
God showed me that I had many en­
emies. I was holding certain people 
at arm ’s length.
It wasn’t that I disliked these peo­
ple, but perhaps I had heard that they 
disliked me. Because I knew this, I 
had put up a little barrier around 
myself. I hadn’t let hate into my 
heart, but I had let certain exclusive
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attitudes com e into my life. I had 
simply stayed away from  those peo­
ple. If I was in a room  and they 
were on one side, I ’d stay on the 
other. I just w ouldn ’t get myself 
dose to them.
What to Do About Interruptions
The next problem  I had was one 
I’m sure you all have had— the prob­
lem of interruptions. I found that 
when we moved into the manse my 
schedule just had to go. But it. 
bothered m e—all the interruptions. I 
had that ironing to get to, but sure 
as shooting, the phone would ring. 
Not once or twice, but five or six 
times. And som ehow that, ironing 
basket was never empty. Lord, what 
do I do about interruptions?
The last and biggest problem  I had 
was what to do about a quiet time. 
I longed for time with God. I wanted 
to pray, or thought I did. I was get­
ting tired of being all Martha and no 
Mary. “ Lord, how  will I get my quiet 
time?” These were my problem s— 
simple, nothing tremendous, but big 
enough to eat away the joy of my 
Christian life.
The Answers Began to Come
So I went to the Scriptures, and 
God revealed His W ord to me. The 
answer He gave me for the problem 
of my attitude of being a servant and 
grumbling about it. was, Christ said, 
“ I came not to be ministered unto, 
but to minister.” In prayer the feel­
ing came to me that I as a wife and 
mother had the most marvelous op­
portunity to follow  Christ. Christ 
said, “ I came . . .  to minister,” and, 
"The disciple is not above the Mas­
ter." M y whole job  in life was to 
minister, and it had to start in my 
own home.
I first minister to God by praising 
Him in my home. W e can minister
to Christ with our love and praise and 
our public witness, but unless our 
witness is greatest with our own fam­
ily, and in our own home, it fails.
I found if it doesn’t start in my home 
I have no right to go outside. I vowed 
right then that if Louis wasn’t the 
first one to say I was a Christian I 
should never again stand up and 
speak before anyone.
Y ou  know, it is absolutely amazing 
what an attitude can do in the home. 
If we do things with the wrong atti­
tude I ’m sure that our husbands and 
our families would much rather we 
would never do them. Only Christ 
can make us serve with joy and 
gladness. He is the only One who 
can change our grumbling into real 
joy  in serving Him.
Worrying Today About Tomorrow
M y second problem  was w ork— the 
plain mechanics of physical work. The 
verse God gave me for that was the 
wonderful one, Deuteronomy 33:25, 
“ As thy days, so shall thy strength 
be.” Now I had heard it many times 
before, but somehow it had never 
becom e my own. This time I prayed, 
“ Lord, I am desperate. I just have 
too much w ork to do.”
And in a sudden rush of humili­
ation I realized that a lot of things 
in my schedule were not necessary. 
God had to show me that I was try­
ing to do too much in some areas be­
cause of my own ambition. I was 
taking on too much. But the things 
that really had to be done, the things 
that needed to be done to keep my 
family happy and well and spiritually 
whole, I could do— if I would stop 
w orrying about tomorrow. I was al­
ways thinking about what I had to 
do tomorrow. I was dissipating my 
energy by worry. I realized that I 
was going to have to stake my life 
on what God said in that verse. I
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was going to have to put it to the 
test.
I have found it true that God al­
ways gives us strength for that which 
we must do today if we will let Him 
and if we will not worry about to­
morrow. What a wonderful lesson it 
was to me to learn to take one day 
at a time!
What to Do About Enemies
Now, what to do about these ene­
mies? How many times have you 
heard a Christian woman say, “ Well, 
I like so-an-so, but she is just not my 
type. W e get along better if we don’t 
see each other.”
God made me realize that as long 
as I had such thoughts I was not 
following Him. It had to be all out, 
and He showed me what I had to do. 
The verse He gave me was from  the 
Sermon on the Mount: “ Bless them 
that curse you, do good to them that 
hate you, and pray for them which 
despitefully use you .”
During this time of searching and 
prayer it was as though God said to 
me, “ What if I stayed away from 
you? What if I said, ‘Coke, you ’re a 
nice girl, but you are just not My 
type and you have done things to 
hurt Me, so I am just going to stay 
away from  you .’ I told you to treat 
other people as I treat you .”
You Go Up and Say, “Hello”
I was humbled and humiliated at 
the thought that I had not followed 
Christ. God revealed to me that it 
was a real sin to be sensitive about 
oneself. So I wrote down the names 
of these people and started to take 
His W ord literally by praying for 
them.
This led me to do the strangest 
things for these people. If I had 
baked a pie, I baked too and took one 
one to them. You should have seen
the astonished looks on their faces. 
You would go up to them and for 
no reason say, “ H ere!” They would 
look at you as if you had two heads 
or something. But what a miracle 
God started to work, not because 
they had changed, but because you 
have changed! God had shown me 
that all of my problems were not 
“ out there,” but “ in here.” How 
wonderful it is to find that some of 
your enemies can becom e your clos­
est friends!
Christ Dealt with Interruptions
Now, what to do about interrup­
tions. Christ also had interruptions, 
perhaps more than any of us will ever 
know— interruptions of a deeper na­
ture. But the way He responded to 
them is our answer. Do you rem em ­
ber the time when He wanted to be 
alone with His friends, His disciples, 
and He said, “ W e can’t be alone here, 
so let’s go across the lake over there 
where it is quiet; then we will have 
some time together.”
So they pushed off in the boat, and 
the Scriptures tell us that even b e ­
fore they reached the other side a 
crowd had gathered and were wait­
ing for Jesus. Som e wanted His coun­
sel, some wanted to ask questions, 
some maybe were curious and just 
wanted to look. But they had inter­
rupted something that He had 
planned and wanted to do. Notice 
how  He reacted to it. He didn’t say, 
“ Well, I’m sorry, but I have M y sched­
ule here and it says this and this.” 
He didn’t fret about it or get ex ­
cited as we might, but He simply met 
the situation, as an opportunity 
rather than an interruption. He 
talked with them, He healed them, 
He counseled with them, because His 
Father had placed them in His path.
I feel that as Christian wom en we 
should treat every phone call, every
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knock at the door, as an opportunity 
instead of an interruption. I must 
admit that it is not always easy, and 
I mutter to myself as I go to the 
door. I have to w ork on myself to 
keep convinced. But I know that 
people are more important than my 
program for the day. I know  that 
talking with someone with a problem 
is far more important than finishing 
my ironing. I know that that phone 
call is someone who has a problem, 
or maybe just needs to know a phone 
number, and that even through that 
I can minister and witness and show 
love and be a child of the Father.
Quietness a State of Mind
Now, my last and biggest problem 
was to find a quiet time. How do we, 
as busy wives and mothers who must 
put our husbands and our children 
first, find time to be alone with Christ? 
All through Scripture God tells us that 
we need our quiet time, in order to 
be the kind of people that He wants 
us to be. I was convinced of this. 
My problem was: how do I get it?
I had becom e so spiritually fam­
ished that I had to have an answer. 
The answer that God gave me was 
mainly an insight into my own con­
dition. I thought I was too busy, but 
He revealed to me that my problem 
was not my busyness, but my state 
of mind. Som ehow with all the ac­
tivities of being a new mother, with 
a new church and a busy husband, 
I had allowed Christ to be pushed 
from the center of my life. In doing 
that, my burning desire to spend time 
with Him each day had gradually 
cooled. M y busyness was a good ex­
cuse, but it wasn’t real. The real 
problem  was not my activity, but my 
affection. When we fall in love, we 
simply will find time to be with that 
person; and when we are in the right 
love relationship with Christ, we will 
find time to pray.
God Knows Whether W e’re Praying
My mother-in-law was a great help 
to me. She is tuned in so that she 
can go to prayer at the drop of a 
hat. I am now finding little bits of 
time all through the day when I can 
talk to God, if I really want to do 
it. So this was a most exciting an­
swer. I have learned to pray on the 
run— on the hoof, as Ruth Graham 
calls it— in the oddest places and po­
sitions; and I have found that God 
hears those prayers.
It doesn’t make a bit of difference 
to Him whether I am walking or 
driving or kneeling or sitting or ly­
ing down. God knows the heart and 
He knows whether we are really 
praying or not. He doesn’t just listen 
to the words, He listens to our hearts.
It has been a wonderful thing to 
re-establish a prayer life that comes 
out of an overflowing experience, one 
in which you just can’t wait to get 
with Him.
I believe that we simply cannot 
cope with life today without a per­
sonal, vital relationship with Christ. 
And it’s so thrilling to see day by 
day new things unfolding! What a 
privilege it is to be a Christian, to 
be a Christian woman, to be a Chris­
tian wife, to be a Christian mother! 
Thank You, God! Am en— and amen!
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A Religion of Fire*
By Billy Graham
T J ir e  h a s  e v e r  b e e n  the sym bol of 
Deity. It was a flaming sword, 
symbolizing G od ’s presence, at the 
east entrance of the Garden of Eden. 
God revealed himself to Moses in 
the burning bush which was not con­
sumed. He was manifested to the 
children of Israel in the fire by night. 
When Elijah staged the test of deities 
on Mount Carmel, God displayed His 
power and glory with a Niagara of 
fire.
God has promised to build a wall 
of fire to protect Christians, and in 
the last days has prophesied that He 
would avenge the righteous by fire. 
He dispenses the fire which refines, 
the fire which empowers, and the fire 
which destroys. Fire is a sym bol that 
God has used down through history 
of His presence, whether in wrath or 
in mercy.
Chemists who have studied the 
physical properties of fire tell us that 
fire contains three active rays: the 
actinic ray, the cholric ray, and the 
luminiferous ray.
First, there is the actinic ray.
This is that property of fire which 
produces heat. In the physical world 
all would be chaos without the ac­
tinic rays which com e to us from  the 
sun. This warmth— this heat— with­
out which there w ould be no life, is 
but a material manifestation of the 
spiritual warmth which God bestows 
upon a cold, dark, frigid world.
*Used by permission, Revival.
Malachi, the prophet, sensing the 
weight of this great truth, said in 
regard to Christ’s coming, “ Unto you  
that fear m y name shall the Sun of 
Righteousness arise with healing in 
his wings” (Mai. 4 :2 ) .
It was Christ who brought the 
warmth of G od ’s love to man. For 
thousands of years mankind thought 
of God as a great God of creation and 
a God of holiness and righteousness, 
but there is very little in the Old 
Testament that reveals the warmth, 
love, and compassion of God. Jesus 
emphasized that God is a G od of 
love and warmth. In Christ we see 
the true picture of the fire of G od ’s 
love and grace.
A fter the resurrection of Jesus, 
those two disciples who walked the 
Emmaus road said, “ Did not our 
hearts burn within us, while he talked 
with us by the way, and while he 
opened to us the scriptures?” The 
“ fire of G od,” kindled in heaven, was 
bringing its warmth directly to man, 
and the “ actinic ray” was producing 
spiritual heat through the Sun of 
Righteousness, who had arisen with 
healing in His wings.
Sin is cold, calculating, ruthless; 
but righteousness, obtained through 
Christ, is warm, understanding, and 
compassionate. Jesus’ mission to the 
world was to be the “ C onveyor” of 
this divine warmth of love. He said 
in Luke 12:49, “ I am com e to send 
fire on the earth.” This unquestion­
ably referred to spiritual warmth,
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rather than the fire of judgment. 
Jesus, while he lived upon the earth, 
was the lone Possessor of this divine 
flame. Em bodying the fire, the 
warmth of God, He drew all men to 
himself. The multitude, starved of 
compassion, love, and companionship, 
were attracted to Him like chilled 
men are drawn to glowing embers.
Before Pentecost, God did not 
dwell in men as He does today. He 
came upon men for certain specific 
tasks, but God through the Spirit 
dwelling in man was something new 
at Pentecost. Christ had promised 
His followers that He would send 
them another Com forter in the per­
son of the Holy Spirit.
In the Upper Room a small com ­
pany who trusted His promise were 
gathered in prayer, supplication, and 
expectation. Suddenly the heavens 
gave forth a sound as of a rushing, 
mighty wind. It filled all the house 
where they were sitting, and there 
appeared unto them fire, and they 
were all filled with the Holy Ghost. 
Thus God the Holy Spirit, according 
to Jesus’ promise, came to dwell 
within His followers. No longer was 
the fire of God a theory to be con­
templated or a sight to be beheld. It 
was an experience to be enjoyed. It 
was no longer “ God above us” or 
"God with us.” It was “ God in us” !
I fear that we have drifted from 
the reality of that first Pentecost. Too 
many modern disciples leave the mai­
ler of Pentecost to those first early 
rlisciples. The fire of God is none­
theless real today. The need of the 
Holy Spirit is no less acute today 
than it was then. The resources of 
God are no less abundant now than 
they were then.
At Yosem ite National Park in Cali­
fornia, the spectacle of the “ Fire Fall” 
is put on every night. A  huge fire is 
kindled on Inspiration Point, high 
above the floor of the valley where
the witnesses are assembled. When 
the flame has reached its most ma­
jestic peak, a dramatic voice pierces 
the clear night air, saying, “ Let the 
fire fall.” A t that moment a Niagara 
of glowing embers pours down the 
granite cliff and presents a never-to- 
be-forgotten sight to the viewers.
In an age which is given over to 
cynicism, coldness, and doubt, and 
when the fire and warmth of God is 
conspicuous for its absence in the 
world, my heart cry is, “ Let the fire 
fall!” In a day when church mem­
bership to the average individual is 
little more than a passing social obli­
gation, and the revival fires are at 
a low ebb, my earnest prayer to God 
is, “ Let the fire fall!” In an era when 
m en’s hearts are failing them for 
fear and world problems are stagger­
ing the minds of our greatest diplo­
mats, the prayer of every devout 
Christian is, “ O God! let the fire fall!”
Secondly, there i.s the chloric ray.
The chloric ray is that property of 
fire which works chemical change. 
It turns wood to ashes, tempers steel, 
and changes the color and form of 
objects which come in contact with it.
11 is this property in the rays of the 
sun which transforms seeds into 
plants, buds into flowers, and grass 
into hay. It is the miracle ray which 
makes useless things useful through 
the process of change.
When a man comes in contact with 
God, he can never be the same again. 
This “ fire” either draws or drives, 
saves or destroys, helps or hinders. 
Accepted and utilized, it becomes a 
boon and a blessing. Rejected, it be­
comes a bane and a curse. One dy­
ing thief was drawn to the warmth 
of the Saviour; he responded and was 
saved. The other dying thief repelled 
His love and compassion; he was lost.
It takes the weak and makes him 
strong. It takes the vile and makes 
him clean. It takes the worthless and
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makes him worthwhile. It takes the 
sinful and makes him sinless. With 
this in mind Ezekiel said, “ A  new 
heart also will I give you, and a new 
spirit will I put within you: and I 
will take the stony heart . . . and 
give you an heart of flesh” (Ezek. 
36:26).
Witness the transformation in Si­
mon Peter. He was so weak before 
Pentecost that, in spite of his brag­
ging to the contrary, he swore and 
denied Christ. But see him after he 
had been baptized with fire! He 
stands boldly before the same rabble 
that had crucified Jesus and looking 
into their faces, unafraid, says, 
“ Therefore let all of you know as­
suredly, that God hath made that 
same Jesus, whom ye have crucified, 
both Lord and Christ” (Acts 2 :36 ).
Peter, the weak, was transformed 
to Peter, the rock. Saul, the slaugh­
terer, was transformed to Paul, the 
missionary. A ll of the disciples were 
changed from  ordinary individuals 
into virtual firebrands for God. Their 
faith and zeal started a conflagration 
which spread throughout Asia Minor, 
Europe, and the entire world.
What Christ has done for others, 
He can do for you. This same trans­
forming flame can touch your life 
and transform you into a child of 
God. He can put a radiant glow  on 
your face, a spring in your step, and 
a thrill in your soul.
The third characteristic of fire is 
the luminiferous ray: the God of 
light. “ This then is the message which 
we have heard of him, and declare 
unto you, that God is light, and in 
him is no darkness at all” (I John 
1 :5 ).
When the disciples were baptized 
with “ fire”  on the Day of Pentecost, 
their intellects were sharpened, their
understanding was quickened, and 
their powers of com prehension were 
t r a n s f o r m e d .  W ho would have 
guessed that among that crow d of 
fishermen, taxgatherers, and non­
descript men, w ere men who through 
the experience of that Upper Room  
would change the course of history, 
write some of the w orld ’s greatest 
literature, and build the greatest in­
stitution the world has ever known, 
“ the Church of the living G od” ?
The disciples wrote and preached 
more than they knew. This is reve­
lation. A  teacher has never really 
taught until he is conscious that he 
is teaching under inspiration. A  
preacher has never preached until he 
preaches under inspiration. A  Chris­
tian witness has never really w it­
nessed until his witnessing is fired 
with the inspiration of revelation. One 
of the joys of preaching the gospel 
is to experience divine pow er— the 
consciousness that G od ’s H oly Spirit 
is working in and through you.
In Holman Hunt’s masterpiece, 
“ The Light of the W orld,” Christ is 
pictured with a lantern in His hand, 
and knocking at the door of a vine- 
covered cottage. But a second glance 
will show you that weeds have grown 
over the entrance, and that the latch 
can be opened only from the inside. 
Our lives in these modern times, like 
the cottage door in “ The Light of the 
W orld,” are beset with weeds of in­
dulgence, sin, and selfishness. But 
Christ continues to knock, patiently, 
tenderly, faithfully. And in His hand 
He holds the light of His presence—  
the only flame in heaven or earth 
which can illuminate your darkened 
spirit.
But the ability to open that door 
to your heart is yours and yours 
alone. The latch is opened from  the 
inside. W ill you open the door?
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The Altar Service
( Continued from  page 8)
“You are expecting too m uch,”  for 
such is seldom, if ever, the case. God 
has said he will “ satisfy the longing 
soul, and fill the hungry soul with 
goodness.” N ever say to a seeker, 
“You are good enough.” Each heart 
knows its own hunger and need best. 
And never tell seekers that they are 
converted or sanctified or have the 
blessing sought. That is dangerous, for 
if they should believe you, while they 
are not yet right with God, you have 
been the means of deceiving them. It 
is never the w orker’s duty to tell 
seekers they have the blessing. That 
is the w ork and office of the Holy 
Spirit. The Holy Spirit himself will 
witness when the work is done. A l­
ways insist on the seeker praying un­
til he knows the work is done, and 
until the longing of the heart is fully 
satisfied.
Do not hurry seekers, but give time 
for deliberation and praying through. 
If at the close of the service seekers 
are not fully satisfied, it is proper to 
urge them to continue prayer at their 
home, and to exact the promise that 
in case they are not fully satisfied by 
the time of the next service, they will 
again present themselves at the altar. 
Insist that they continue seeking un­
til fully satisfied. W e fear that by 
hurrying seekers through, there is 
often much harm done. W hile it is 
true that continued struggling and
agonizing does not commend them to 
God, may it not be true that by their 
continued wrestling they may bring 
themselves into the attitude and po­
sition where God can undertake for 
them. A  drowning man will natural­
ly struggle; and a person in a burning 
building will naturally becom e some­
what excited, and scream for help; 
and it would be folly to expect or 
demand anything else; it is even so 
with a soul upon whom the pains of 
hell have taken hold; the soul fully 
awakened to a sense of its desperate 
condition cannot do otherwise.
A fter the soul has obtained the 
blessing sought, and has come to the 
place where there is confidence and 
assurance, it is always well to have 
the seeker make definite public con­
fession and acknowledgment of what 
Christ has wrought in them. Not to 
tell so much how they feel, but rather 
what they believe Jesus has done. 
Faith drives the nail; public testi­
mony clinches it so the enemy can­
not draw it. “ They overcam e him 
(Satan) by the blood of the Lamb, 
and by the word of their testimony” 
(Rev. 12:11).
W henever it is practicable, it is 
always desirable and preferable to 
have only trained workers in the al­
tar; to simply urge seekers to pray 
for themselves, and to let them feel 
the helping of the united faith and 
prayers of the saints of God; and then 
to leave them to settle matters for 
themselves with God. A m e n .
What is a Christian? A  Christian 
is a person who draws his sustenance 
from  Christ, and who is aware of the 
source of this sustenance.— T i g n e r .
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A  man’s ambitions will always keep 
in the advance of his accomplishments 
so that the highest can never soothe 
the Spirit. — J. B. C h a p m a n
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SERMON WORKSHOP
Supplied by Nelson G. Mink
T h o u g h t s  A b o u t  t h e  N e w  Y e a r
“This New Year”
Like a ship with orders seeded. 
Whence or whither unrevealed, 
Cargo of a wealth untold,
Joy and sorrow in its hold,
Comes this new year.
He who made the stars will grade, 
Knows the sea, the wind, the tide, 
Knows the channel, deep and still,
To the haven of God’s will,
For this new year.
With His hand upon the helm. 
Storms that rage cannot o’erwhelm; 
With the ship in His control,
Vast horizons wait the sold 
In this new year.
— M a r t h a  C l i n g a n , from Bunola, Pa., 
Nazarene Bulletin
Little drops of water,
Little flakes of snow 
Makes the mighty traffic 
Mighty, mighty slow.
—Capper’s Weekly
N e w  Y e a r ’s  R e s o l u t i o n
“There’s no better time than the first 
of the year to check the road signs of 
your destination and recharge the dy­
namo of your determination.”
— A r n o l d  H. G l a s g o w
“ M a y  a l l  your troubles during the 
coming year be as short-lived as your 
New Year’s resolution.”— M a r y  J a m i ­
s o n .
M o d e r n  M i r a c l e
From war-torn Laos comes this an­
swer to prayer: “One group of about 
five hundred refugees, while fleeing, 
caught sight of some rebel soldiers. 
They immediately halted and asked God 
to protect them. God sent such a down­
pour of rain that they were literally hid­
den and the rebels passed without see­
ing them. As soon as the rebels went 
out of sight the rain stopped. God 
miraculously protected His children.”
—The Alliance Witness
M a n n e r s
“Teaching a child good manners is 
a day-to-day practice. He doesn’t stay 
taught any more than an apple stays 
polished.”—M a r c e l e n e  C o x .
L e n g t h  o f  S e r m o n s
“How ridiculous it is to imagine that 
the worth of a sermon is determined 
by a stop watch! The fact is that the 
worth of a sermon is not determined 
by its length, but by its height and 
depth. A sermon should be long enough 
to enable the preacher to accomplish 
his purpose. It is as impossible to cut 
all sermons to a common size as it 
would be to try to make one size of 
hat fit all men.”
— H a r o l d  I I .  N i l e s ,
fi'om Church Maiiagement
T h o u g h t s  o n  R e t i r e m e n t
“Retirement is a good and pleasant 
time. Everything that was missed in 
the earlier stages can be found in these 
golden years. Besides, the view from 
the top of the tower is bound to be 
clearer and brighter than from the bot­
tom.”
— E u g e n e  P. B e r t i n
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Prayer for the New Year
Through every  minute of this day,
Be with me, Lord!
Through every  day of all this w eek ,
Be with me, Lord!
Through every  w eek  of all this year,
Be with me, Lord!
Through all the years of all this life,
Be with me, Lord!
So shall the days and w eeks and years 
Be threaded on a golden cord ,
And all draw on with sw eet accord 
Unto Thy fullness, Lord,
That so. irhen time is past,
By grace I may at last 
Be with Thee. Lord!
— A u t h o r  U n k n o w n
New Year’s Wishes
What shall I wish thee?
Songs in the springtime, pleasure, 
and mirth?
Flowers on thy pathway, skies 
ever clear?
Would this insure thee a happy 
new year?
What shall I wish thee? What 
can be found
Bringing thee sunshine all the 
year round?
W here is the treasure, lasting and 
dear,
That shall insure thee a happy 
new year?
Faith that increaseth, walking in 
light;
Hope that aboundeth, happy and 
bright;
Love that is perfect, casting out 
fear;
These shall insure thee a happy 
new year.
Peace in the Saviour, rest at His 
feet,
Smile on His countenance, ra­
diant and sweet.
Joy in His presence, Christ ever  
near!
This ivill insure thee a happy new  
year.
— F r a n c e s  R i d l e y  H a v e r g a l
Prayer for the New Year
Increase my faith this coming year 
That I may trust Thee m ore; 
B elieve in Thee for bigger things 
Than in the days of yore.
Increase m y love for Thee as well, 
That I may love Thee, Lord,
With all my heart, and strength, and 
mind,
According to Thy Word.
Increase m y zeal to work for Thee 
And labor all I can,
To help enlarge Thy kingdom, Lord, 
And reach my fellow  men.
And, Lord, increase my faithfulness;
Increase m y patience too;
And make me holy as Thou art,
Like Thee, this whole year  
through.
— E v e r e k  R ,  S t o r m s
A New Year’s Prayer
What is m y wish for this new year? 
What is m y hope— for the day is 
here?
M ore patience, Lord; m ore faith in 
Thee;
M ore true vision Thy will to see; 
M ore submission the whole year  
through;
M ore strength, O God, Thy will to 
do;
M ore love for those outside the fold; 
M ore grace to tell the story old.
— M a r y  H o l d e n  W i l l i n g h a m
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New Year’s Thoughts
T h e m e : S p i r i t u a l  U n d e r g id in g s  f o r  t h e  
N e w  Y e a r
T e x t : L u k e  12:35-36
I . S p i r i t u a l  U n d e r g ir d in g — M e n  W o r e  
L o o s e , F l o w i n g  G a r m e n t s .
A. Paul told the Ephesians to have 
“your loins girt about with 
truth.”
B. John saw Christ with a golden 
girdle about His hips.
C. Girding depicts activity.
D. Girding stands for a set pur­
pose.
E. Girding depicts watchfullness 
and diligence.
F. Elijah girded his loins and ran. 
I I .  S p i r i t u a l  U n d e r s c o r in g — Y  o u r
L ig h t s  B u r n i n g .
A. The light of a Bible knowledge.
B. The light of a burning heart.
C. The light of a Holy Ghost ex­
perience.
I I I .  S p i r i t u a l  U n d e r s t a n d i n g — G r e e k ; 
W a i t i n g  w i t h  a  L o n g i n g  D e s ir e  
f o r  H i s  A r r i v a l .
A. An understanding that all is 
well inside.
B. An understanding of the chal­
lenge of the Christian life.
C. An understanding of the best 
service we can render Christ 
and the church.
T h e m e : A L a n d  o f  H i l l s  a n d  V a l l e y s  
T e x t : Deut. 11:11
1. The Christian life not always pleas­
ant.
2. God has wonderful purposes in our 
trials.
3. The mountaintops for vision and 
courage.
4. The valleys for service with the sor­
rowing and oppressed. One man 
said: “ I have to go down in the 
valleys often, but I  take as much of 
the mountaintop experience as I can 
with me.”
5. Opposing forces keep life from being 
monotonous.
6. The enriching experiences gained re­
pay for all trouble.
T h e m e : G o d  O u r  V a n g u a r d  a n d  R e a r ­
g u a r d
T e x t : Isa. 52:12
Avant Garde—“before guard.” The 
troops who march in front of an army. 
Spurgeon said: “The Church of Christ is 
continually represented under the figure 
of an army; yet its Captain is the Prince 
of Peace; its object is the establish­
ment of peace. Yet the Church on earth 
has been, and must be, the Church Mili­
tant, the Church armed, the Church 
warring, the Church conquering.”
1. He knows what's before—and He 
goes before.
2. Anything He calls us to do, He 
knows we are able for it.
3. There are dangers before and be­
hind us. But He knows all about it.
T h e m e : F o u r  S p a r k l i n g  J e w e l s  
T e x t : I. Pet. 5:10
1. First sparkling jewel—perfection.
2. Second jewel—establishment. Some­
one has remarked: “A rainbow is a 
thing of beauty, but it is not abiding.”
3. Third jewel—strengthening.
4. Fourth jewel—being settled.
T h e m e : T h e  A r m o r  N e e d e d  f o r  1963 
S c r i p t u r e : Rom. 15:13-19
1. Fullness of joy and peace (v. 13).
2. An abounding in hope through the 
Holy Ghost (v. 13).
3. A ministry sanctified by the Holy 
Ghost (v. 16).
4. The accompaniment of the unusual 
(v. 19).
5. Full preaching of a full salvation (v. 
19).
O n e  S c i e n t i s t  S a i d : ( A s he listened to 
the “Beep, beep, beep” of the Russian 
Sputnik) “The atom bomb is a time 
bomb. The power that is pushing man 
out into space may push him off the face 
of the earth.”
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^PREACHING PROGRAM
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This outline was selected by the General Stewardship Committee 
for denomination-wide circulation for Stewardship Month, 1963.
The True Spirit of Giving
S c r ip t u r e : II Cor. 9:6-15 
T e x t : II Cor. 9: 7 
In t r o d u c t io n  
The Apostle Paul on his second mis­
sionary journey came to a small city 
on the southern tip of Greece called 
Corinth. It was just west of the city 
of Athens. Here he organized a Chris­
tian church. He wrote this church two 
letters recorded in the New Testament 
as I and II Corinthians. The first let­
ter had to do with the institution of 
marriage and the gifts of the Spirit. 
The second letter is divided into three 
parts. I n  the first part Paul tried to 
relieve their ill feelings toward him for 
the way he had to handle one of their 
men who had done wrong. The last part 
had to do with his sufferings. The 
middle part of this letter, especially 
chapters 8 and 9, deals with giving. We 
call your attention to this section.
The setting: There was a great fam­
ine in Jerusalem; the Christians were 
starving. Paul made a tour of the 
churches and raised money to relieve 
the sufferings of the Jerusalem church.
I. T h e  M a n n e r  o f  T h e ir  G i v i n g
A. Who was to give?
1. E v e r y o n e  was to give 
(II Cor. 9:7: 16:2).
B. When were they to give?
1. Upon the first day of the 
week (I Cor. 16:2).
a. This is the Christian Sab­
bath.
C. How much were they to give?
1. According as God had pros­
pered them (I Cor. 16:2).
a. The Old Testament teach­
es to give the tithe un­
der the law (Gen. 14:30).
b. The New T e s t a m e n t  
teaches that the tithe is 
a minimum and gives ex­
amples of people giving 
half or all they had as 
the need arose.
II. T h e  S p ir i t  o f  T h e i r  G iv in g
A. Not the spirit of selfishness.
1. This causes people to give 
sparingly (II Cor. 9:6).
a. Just enough to get by 
one’s conscience.
b. Just enough to impress 
others (Acts 5:1-10).
2. This causes people to give 
grudgingly (II Cor. 9:7).
a. Sorrowfully, wishing that 
they could keep it.
3. The outcome of this kind of 
giving.
a. Does not merit the love 
of God (II Cor. 9:7).
b. R e a p s  l i t t l e  returns 
(II Cor. 9:6).
B. The spirit of love.
1. This causes people to give 
bountifully.
a. They shall reap bounti­
fully also (II Cor. 9:6).
2. This causes people to give 
cheerfully.
a. God loves them.
b. So do other Christians.
c. God makes all grace 
abound towards them 
(II Cor. 9:8).
d. God supplies all their 
needs (Phil. 4:19).
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e. These grow in grace and 
the knowledge of Jesus 
Christ (II Pet. 3:18).
III. T h e  R e s u l t s  o f  T h e i r  G i v i n g
A. It caused a great chorus of 
Thanksgiving.
1. From the people in need 
(II Cor. 9:12).
2. It will cause rejoicing today 
from people who are con­
verted in our local churches 
and those converted on the 
mission fields.
B. It convinced the Jews that the 
gentiles had become Christians 
(II Cor. 9:13).
1. It causes people to have 
confidence today.
C. It met the need and relieved 
the suffering (II Cor. 9:12).
1. This kind of giving will do 
the same today throughout 
our church and around the 
world.
D. It caused others to catch the 
spirit of giving (Acts 4:34).
1. When we give we are more 
like Christ than any other 
time.
2. Giving strengthens the soul, 
enlarges the Kingdom, and 
pleases God.
— D e a n  B a l d w i n
D istr ic t S upt., J op lin  D is tr ic t
Aids to Effective Prayer
T e x t : Mark 11:24
T h e r e fo r e  I  sa y  u n to  y o u , W h a t  
th in gs s o e v e r  y e  d es ir e , w h en  y e  
p ra y , b e l ie v e  th a t y e  r e c e iv e  th em , 
and y e  shall h a ve th em .
I n t r o d u c t i o n : T o  know how to pray 
effectively is the key to the power 
and blessing of God.
I. W h a t  I s  P r a y e r ?
Prayer is true communion with 
God—two-way communion.
A. Primary purpose of prayer is 
to know God.
B. Secondary purpose is experi­
encing fulfillment or the com­
ing to pass of our petitions or 
requests. There is nothing 
greater to encourage our faith 
but a definite answer to our 
prayers.
II. S u c c e s s f u l  A id s  t o  E f f e c t iv e
P r a y e r
A. Concentration
1. Center your thoughts upon 
God.
2. Become quiet, “Be still, my 
soul.”
3. Confess your sins and ask 
forgiveness.
4. Forgive everyone who has 
injured you.
B. Meditation
1. Meditate upon the love of 
God.
2. Be thankful for Christ’s sac­
rifice.
C. Adoration and praise
1. To know Him is to love Him 
and to adore Him.
2. Show forth the praise due 
unto His holy name.
D. Petition
1. Presenting your needs be­
fore Him.
2. Believing He hears and will 
answer.
E. Thanksgiving
1. Thank Him for His care and 
love and concern.
2. Thank Him for answering 
your requests.
E. Silence
1. Give God a chance to speak 
to you.
2. Listen to the still, small 
Voice.
C o n c l u s i o n : Therefore I say unto you,
What things soever ye desire, when
ye pray, believe that ye receive
them, and ye shall have them.
Shall we pray—effectively?
—E s t e l l a  M. J a c o b s  
Cumberland. Maryland
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Parental Responsibility
Sc r iptu r e  R e a d i n g : Deut. 6:4-9; Eph.
6:4
T e x t : Eph. 6:4 
In t r o d u c t i o n :
Isn’t it too bad that young parents 
cannot bo given a "trial run” at rear­
ing a family and then go back and 
actually do it? Then one could erase 
from life the mistakes, the evil, and 
make corrections as with a tape record­
er. But the truth is that one cannot 
go back: therefore he ought to do it 
right the first time. A young couple 
talking about their new baby said, 
“There was no book of instructions that 
came with him.” Their wise pastor an­
swered, “That’s true, but there was a 
Book of instructions that was here be­
fore he came—the Bible.”
All parents are leaving their children 
some kind of heritage. What will it be? 
Every child has the right to expect from 
his parents a proper heritage. What 
may a parent bequeath to his child?
I. H e M a y  G iv e  H i s  C h il d  t h e  L i f t ­
in g  P o w e r  o f  a  G o d l y  I n f l u e n c e
T h r o u g h  a  R i g h t e o u s  L i f e .
A. Generally speaking, no one ex­
erts a more profound influence 
on the child than the parents.
B. What they do and the way they 
live are more important than 
what they say, important and 
vital as that may be.
II. H e C a n  C r e a t e  i n  H i s  C h il d  a
S t a n d a r d  o f  V a l u e s .
A. The value of truth, honesty, 
veracity, trustworthiness.
B. The value of prayer as strength 
for Christians and as means of 
facing life with its problems 
and needs.
C. The pre-eminence of spiritual 
things over material in the use 
of both time and money.
III. H e C a n  H e l p  C r e a t e  i n  t h e  C h il d
a  S e n s e  o f  S e c u r i t y .
A . That he is wanted, loved, cared 
for. that he “belongs” to the 
family.
B. That home and his family is a 
place where he can come for
refuge, comfort, counsel, and 
help at all times.
IV. H e C a n  H e l p  H i m  F o r m  a  C o d e  o f
C o n d u c t .
A. He can teach him good man­
ners, proper etiquette, which 
is basically unselfishness and 
consideration for others. He 
learns to practice courtesy.
B. He can instill reverence—for 
God’s house, for God’s Word— 
the Bible, and for God himself, 
that he may obey Him.
C. He can foster respectfulness for 
others—the aged, the very 
young, for each individual as 
an individual h u m a n  soul 
known and loved by God—the 
colored races, alien nationali­
ties.
D. He can forge iron habits of 
obedience—to the authority of 
the parents in the home, to 
authority in the school, the 
church, at work, the govern­
ment, and all of society, but, 
above all, to God.
V. H e C a n  G iv e  H i s  C h il d  H i m s e l f .
A. In loving interest and concern 
manifested in many ways, af­
fection, confidence.
B. By devoting time and thought 
and planning to share with him 
in all areas of life.
C o n c l u s i o n :
A child is a soul, a character that par­
ents are helping create, shape, mold in­
to an honor to God and a credit to the 
home, or into a source of deep grief to 
God and a curse for society. This is im­
portant work.
— J . L e w i s  I n g l e
Grand Prairie, Texas
Sowing and Reaping
S c r ip t u r e  R e a d i n g : Gal. 6:1-10 
T e x t : Gal. 6:7-8 
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
Paul takes the occasion of encourag­
ing the Galatian Christians in the support
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of the ministry to state one of the great, 
eternal verities of God’s law, the law 
of sowing and reaping, the law of cause 
and effect.
I . P a u l  S u g g e s t s  t h e  P o s s i b i l i t y  o f  
B e in g  D e c e iv e d  ( v . 7 ) .
A. By whom are men deceived?
1. By other men—false proph­
ets (Matt. 24:23-24), false 
teachers (Rom. 16:17-18; 
Eph. 4:14; 5:6), and false 
friends. No man is a true 
friend who encourages one 
to do wrong.
2. By Satan—who came on the 
scene as the archdeceiver in 
Eden (Genesis 3), who has 
deceived millions through 
the ages, who attempted to 
seduce our Lord in the wil­
derness, and who in the very 
last days and as his last act 
will attempt to deceive the 
nations (Rev. 20:1-3, 7-10). 
He uses his wiles sometimes 
as a roaring lion and again 
as an angel of light.
3. By self (Gal. 6:3). One may 
deceive himself by—
a. Judging himself by a 
defective standard—cus­
tom, the letter rather 
than the spirit of the 
law, the law of the church 
(like Saul of Tarsus).
b. Comparing himself with 
others (II Cor. 10:12).
c. Comparing himself in the 
present with himself in 
the past.
d. Judging himself under 
the influence of partiality 
and self-love, blind to 
his own faults.
B. How are men deceived?
1. That “everybody is doing it.”
2. That sin is not so bad as God 
has painted it—Satan in 
Eden.
3. That there is an easier way 
of salvation than repentance 
and restitution.
4. That there is plenty of time 
to get right; enjoy sin now.
5. That he will escape the con­
sequences of sin some way 
in the end.
C. What is the end-result of be­
ing deceived? In the end all 
deceit from whatever source be­
comes self-deceit.
1. A false conception of the 
worthwhile things of life— 
the rich fool.
2. False views of life and truth 
and one’s relationship to 
them (I Cor. 6:9-10).
3. Results in making wrong de­
cisions (rich young ruler) 
and sowing to flesh rather 
than to the Spirit.
4. The final result is to be eter­
nally lost (II Thess. 2:8-12; 
Prov. 14:12).
II. M o c k i n g  G o d  Is D a n g e r o u s  P a s ­
t i m e .
A. “Mock” here means an open 
gesture of contempt for God, to 
curl the lip, to snarl the nose, 
to sneer openly at God as if He 
were an easy mark. “Fools 
make a mock of sin.”
B. One cannot deceive or cheat 
God. God has His record in the 
Book of Life. He is no dupe to 
be fooled by man’s silly strata­
gems. It is serious business to 
trifle with God’s Spirit. Ananias 
and Sapphira found it so. 
(Heb. 10:26-29, 31.)
III. M e n  M u s t  S o w . Life is seedtime
and seed plot.
A. There are three areas of seed 
plot.
1. One’s thoughts may be im­
pure or pure.
2. His words may be cruel, 
harsh, and blasphemous, or 
kind and seasoned with 
grace.
3. One’s deeds may be sinful or 
righteous.
B. There are two kinds of seed for 
sowing.
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1. The flesh (Gal. 5:19-21), self- 
indulgence.
a. Sensual sins—adultery, 
fornication, uncleanness, 
lasciviousness, and drunk­
enness, revelings.
b. Religious sins—idolatry, 
witchcraft, and heresies.
c. Social sins—hatred, vari­
ance, emulations, wrath, 
strife, seditions, envyings, 
murders.
2. The Spirit (Gal. 5:22-24), a 
life directed by the Spirit.
IV . H a r v e s t  I s  I n e v i t a b l e . The quality 
is the same; the quantity increases.
A. In this life.
1. From sowing to the flesh.
a. Sensual sins bring broken 
health and wasted per­
sonal resources.
b. Religious sins produce a 
ruined character.
c. Social sins result in a 
ruined influence and in- 
calcuable harm to others.
2. From sowing to the Spirit 
(Gal. 6:9, 10) (Ps. 126:5-6). 
It does pay to serve Jesus.
B. In the life to come.
1. Hell is just sin ripe—rotten 
ripe. Evil influence outlives 
one.
2. Heaven is the natural fruit­
age of righteousness. A right­
eous influence also lives on. 
God rewards right living.
C o n c l u s i o n :
What of the harvest in your life? 
It is determined by your sowing.
— J . L e w i s  I n g l e
There Is a Difference
T e x t : Heb. 2:11 
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
There are false prophets and teach­
ers in the world today spreading 
false doctrines, and making no dis­
tinction between good and evil. Let 
this text be a means of conveying 
God’s message to our hearts.
I. T h e r e  Is  a  D if f e r e n c e  A s  t o  O u r  
C h u r c h  D o c t r i n e .
A. Church has maintained its po­
sition doctrinally.
a. Heb. 12:14; I Thess. 5:23.
B. Christians have been sustained 
by it personally.
a. I Tim. 4:15; II Thess. 3:1, 3.
II . T h e r e  I s  a  D i f f e r e n c e  a s  t o  O u r  
C h r i s t i a n  D e p o r t m e n t .
A. A difference in a Christian’s 
walk (Eph. 4:1; Ps. 1:1).
B. A difference in a Christian’s 
witness (I Tim. 6:12; Acts 1:8; 
I Pet. 2:9).
C. A difference in a Christian’s 
wearing apparel (I Pet. 3:3; 
I Tim. 2:9).
D. A difference in a Christian’s 
work (Luke 9:23; John 9:3; 
Luke 16:10).
III. T h e r e  Is a  D i f f e r e n c e  a s  t o  W h a t  
Y o u  W e r e  a n d  W h a t  Y o u  A r e  N o w .
A. You were a church member but 
now you are a Christian.
B. You were once professing but 
you are now in possession of 
salvation.
C. You were dead in sin, a child of 
the devil, afar off, alienated, etc.
D. But now you are in Christ; with 
a desire to follow His example.
a. So there is a difference in
regard to your attitude to­
wards sin and worldliness. 
C o n c l u s i o n :
Let us reflect the Christ of God 
in our everyday living, and thus 
show to the world that there is a 
fundamental difference in our lives 
now, and as to what they were be­
fore conversion.
— H e n r y  T. B e y e r , J r . 
Baton Rouge, La.
Man’s Response to God’s Call 
Brings Rich Dividends
T e x t : J e r .  3 3 : 3 :  Call unto me, and I 
will answer thee, and shew thee 
great and mighty things, which thou 
knowest not.
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In t r o d u c t io n :
Since God’s promises are unalter­
able, He made this promise with 
this stipulation. If they would obey 
and hearken, they would enjoy the 
fruit of the land; but if not, evil 
would follow them. Let us consider 
this glowing text for our own good.
I. A C h a l l e n g e  t o  C o m m u n ic a t e . 
“ C a ll  u n to  m e . ’ ’
A. God is the true Source of all 
their needs.
B. Goodness would follow them 
when obedient.
C. Grace would be theirs when for­
lorn and frustrated.
II. A C o n s e n t  t o  C o n c e s s io n . “ I w ill  
answer thee.”
A. Revealing His loving-kindness.
B. Reviewing their lost estate.
C. Restoring their lean faith.
III. A C o n c e iv a b l e  C o n q u e s t . “ Shew 
thee great and mighty things.”
A. See darkly—Man’s inability to 
see God’s power demonstrated 
when:
a. Faithlessness dims the eyes.
b. Fruitlessness destroys con­
fidence.
B. Sure victory.
a. The promise of God ensures 
this.
b. The product of faith estab­
lishes this.
C o n c l u s i o n :
We can be sure of God’s love and 
power to aid us in the time of spir­
itual and temporal needs, when we 
accept His will and way for our 
lives.
— H e n r y  T . B e y e r ,  J r .
What Does Your Church 
Mean to You?
T e x t : Matt. 16:18 
I n tr o d u c tio n :
Few are the ones who ever take an 
inventory to see what the church 
means to their lives. It is inter­
esting the different ways in which 
people regard the Church.
I. D o e s  I t  H a v e  A n y  M e a n i n g ?
A. Are you content to take it for 
granted?
B. Is it above all other organiza­
tions to your way of thinking?
C. Did you ever consider the price 
of it?
1. God’s price (Acts 20:28).
2. Man’s price—holiness (Acts 
20:32).
II. Is I t  E s s e n t i a l  t o  Y o u r  L i f e ?
A. Do the things and services of 
God come first in your family?
B . Can you go without attending 
the church services?
C. Do you let the old routine ex­
cuses keep you away from 
God’s house? Such as:
1. They have hypocrites.
2. They always want money.
3. The weather is too bad.
4. I’ve worked all day.
5. I don’t feel too good.
6. I don’t care for the preacher.
7. I don’t have anything to 
wear.
8. My husband (or wife) won’t 
come.
9. I don’t have to go to church 
to go to heaven.
10. These are only excuses lo 
salve the consciences.
III. W o u l d  Y o u  D ie  f o r  I t ?
A. Do you have the grace to die 
for your faith?
B. Do you have the grace to live 
out your faith?
1. We are members of Him 
(Eph. 5:30).
2. If Christ died to get the 
Church, may we live to pre­
serve it.
IV. W h a t  H a v e  Y o u  D o n e  f o r  It?
A. Have you sacrificed?—Christ 
gave His life for it.
B. Have you p r a y e d ? —Christ 
prayed all night.
C. Have you encouraged others to 
seek its benefits?
—J o h n  G. H a l l  
D a v e n p o r t , O k la h om a
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Nazarene Ministers’ Book Club Selection 
GOD’S WORD AND MAN’S
G eo rg e  K . B o w e r s  (Warner Press, 192 pages, cloth, $3.50)
About a year ago this same author gave us his first book, en­
titled G od — H e r e  and N ow .  It was also selected for the Nazarene 
Ministers’ Book Club. In my evaluation of that book I stated, “I pray 
that he will not write another book until he can do it as well as this.” 
Well, my prayer is answered and with the publication of this new 
book, G o d ’s W o rd  and M a n ’s, the author has done what few authors 
do. He has produced two superior books in succession.
G o d ’s W o rd  and M a n ’s is a compilation of thirteen sermons. Each 
one is based upon a popular slogan, which the author sets out im­
mediately to prove as being false. He choses such oft-repeated slogans 
as “It is no disgrace to be poor.” And again, “Love is blind.” And 
again, “ Seeing is believing.” And again, “Dead men tell no tales.” 
Before you have read another word can’t you already feel a series of 
sermons coming on, based on such thoroughly familiar slogans as 
these?
Well, after having looked frankly at each one of these, the author 
sets out to prove from the Bible that while these may be true from 
the human point of view, from God’s point of view they are false. And 
in proving the falsity of them, the author has a delightful time build­
ing sermons with sparkle and impact. You catch it quickly that I am 
intrigued by the general format of the book. But that is just the be­
ginning. Page after page is studded with sparkling, apt illustrations. 
To be honest, he seems to have found a fresh source of supply and 
that’s hard to do in the modern market. As you read them you will 
wish to reach for your three-by-five illustration slips, for your illus­
tration file will fatten rapidly on a book like this.
So there you have it—a thoroughly superior book coming out just 
so quickly after the same author launched his writing career with his 
first book, entitled G o d — H e r e  and N ow .
THE THEOLOGY OF JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES
G e o r g e  D . M c K in n e y  (Zondervan, 1962, 130 pages, cloth, $2.50)
There is not a scarcity of books on the market dealing with the Jehovah’s 
Witnesses heresy. This particular cult has had such phenomenal growth 
within the last decade that it is attracting attention from all sources. And
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thinking people are asking, “What is the secret of their success?” Author 
McKinney, in this substantial but yet readable and understandable book, 
deals with this movement, giving its history in the first brief chapter. And 
then he takes up, chapter by chapter, the various tenets of evangelical faith 
and shows how the Jehovah’s Witnesses deviate from them and emascu­
late them thoroughly. This book is fair, objective, well-documented, a good 
item and will be of distinct value as you face the Jehovah’s Witnesses issue. 
It seems that no matter where you live in the land, it is just a matter of 
time until they come to your door, peddling their nefarious materials.
SHADE OF HIS HAND
Victoria Booth Demarest (Zondervan, 1962, 88 pages, $1.00, paper)
This is a study in sorrow—a book of consolation for those who are 
passing through the valley of shadows. It is tenderly and winsomely writ­
ten with an appealing spiritual warmth. Yet it is more than stringing to­
gether of sentimental ideas. It is a depth treatment in the realism of 
sorrow, and points always to the source of consolation which is in Christ.
The book reminds us that Christ himself was our shining Example, He 
who suffered without bitterness. This little book would be a boon to every­
one who has been deeply hurt by grief, who has seen the stars go out in 
the skies by night, and finds himself in the darkness.
THE DOCTRINAL CONFLICT BETWEEN ROMAN CATHOLIC AND PROTES­
TANT CHRISTIANITY
Mario Colacci (Denison & Co., 1962, 270 pages, cloth, $4.50)
This is a specialty-type book that will have strong appeal to ministers 
in areas where they are facing a dominant Roman Catholic problem.
The author was a former scholar and teacher in the Roman Catholic 
church. He holds his doctor’s degree from a Catholic seminary in Rome, 
and also a literary doctorate from the University of Naples. After an ex­
tended ministry of teaching in the Catholic church, he was converted and 
became an ordained minister in the Lutheran church. At the present time 
he is teaching in a Lutheran seminary in Minneapolis.
This is a comprehensive and carefully delineated comparison of the 
Roman Catholic and evangelical Protestant positions on a wide variety of 
doctrinal and Biblical subjects. The author deals with such controversial 
items as: the supremacy of the pope, the infallibility of the pope, the priest­
hood, divine forgiveness, sacraments, justification by faith, the life hereafter, 
the Virgin Mary, church and state. And in each case he quotes extensively 
and documents his quotations, from both Catholic and Protestant sources.
One could well wish that the author had used more sources from the 
evangelical churches. He draws largely in his Protestant references upon 
Lutheran materials, and seems to be lacking in careful acquaintance with 
the more evangelical branches of the Protestant church. However, this is 
authentic and can be a strong source book on your shelf, authentic and 
well classified.
The Preacher's Magazine
Things Yo u  II N eed 
As the New Year Begins
The
Ministers
(Doran's)
Manual
Minister s 
Tax 
Guide
(For 1962 Returns)
‘ Federal Incom e
Bf Tf
-i ig6« » » « — •
Compiled by M. K. W . Heicher
The volume ministers look for each year . . . 
a widely used study and pulpit guide of 
fresh, new  facts, ideas, and suggestions es­
pecially suited to the busy pastor.
Included among its m any features are m orn­
ing and evening serm on outlines for every 
Sunday o f the year, illustrative and hom i- 
letical material, funeral meditations, poems, 
table of dates. A ll conveniently classified 
and indexed. 321 pages, cloth. (H A )
$3.95
Edited by Sidney D. Rosoff
Here is a handbook written with the one 
purpose in m ind of saving you  time, money, 
and trouble in filling out your tax form.
Featured in this annual edition you  will find 
the latest inform ation on parsonage a llow ­
ance, autom obile expense, travel, health, and 
education. A lso contains valuable check 
lists, forms, and index. Written by specialists 
in this field. Indexed. 128 pages, paper. 
(C H A )
$2.00
Contribution Receipt Form
A receipt to be distributed to regular contributors. Just fill in 
total amount of m oney given through the various departments 
of the church on this special form  printed for Nazarene use.
Y our m em bers w ill find this form  an important reference when 
figuring incom e tax deductions. Com es in pads o f fifty, duplicate.
Pass this tim e-saving inform ation on to your church treasurer. 
No. R-70 Each pad, 65c; 2 for $1.00
O R D E R  N O W - Y o u  will  want to start using them R I G H T  A W A Y !
N A Z A R E N E  P U B L I S H I N G  H O U S E
Washington at Bresee 9 Post Office Box 527 » IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor Street, West
Pasadena 7, California Kansas City 41, Missouri Toronto 9, Ontario
In Canada add 10 per cent for exchange to total order or pay in U.S. currency.
A helpful tool 
in preparing 
your
Stewardship 
Messages
during 
February
Preachable Stewardship Sermon Outlines
Compiled by NORMAN R. OKE
Another volum e in the “ Preachable” series has been prepared— this time to coincide with 
the denom ination-w ide emphasis on stewardship.
Material for these 50 outlines has been gathered from  a cross section of today ’s Nazarene 
preachers. M uch care has been given to keep enough detail so as not to lose the spirit o f 
the original message, yet easily adaptable to a m inister’s own use. Includes "T he True 
Spirit o f G iving,” an outline selected by the General Stewardship Com mittee for ch urch - 
wide use during Stewardship Month.
Pages are bound in loose-leaf form and punched for three-ring pulpit notebook. Space on 
the reverse side allotted for additional personal notations. Includes index of titles and 
texts. 104 pages, spiral, paper binding.
ONLY $1.00
Others  in series
PREACHABLE HOLINESS SERMON OUTLINES ..........................................  SI.00
PREACHABLE SUNDAY EVENING SERMON OUTLINES ......................  SI.00
PREACHABLE SERMON OUTLINES OF FAMILY AND HOME ...........  SI.00
Treasures in Heaven
V
By M. LUNN
The Christian Service Training text for the great ch urch -w ide "Studies 
in Stewardship” during February and March. 93 pages, paper.
$1.00; 6 or more, 80c each, plus postage
PASTOR, be sure your congregation participates in this significant 
event. Register for the course, order your books RIGH T A W A Y . 
For com plete inform ation see special mailing or write office of Chris­
tian Service Training.
A C T  N O W !
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Pasadena KANSAS CITY Toronto
